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Here’s the best way we know to

get your friends to stop borrowing your
copy of Nintendo Power.™ Have them
get their own subscription to the direct

connection to the pros at Nintendo
Headquarters. It's the best place to go
for superior playing skills and the

information you need for smarter Game
Pak selection. Don’t forget to tell your
friend about the new bonus tip books.

V/Mi uiinl
When your friend fills out the attached card or coupon and

7011 OOtn Will! mails it to Nintendo, he earns his bronze Team Power Pin (plus
he saves $6 off the regular cover price). And at the same time, we send you a big, free Team
Power full-color poster for your wall. It’s full of incredible tips you can’t get anywhere else!

The buddy system. Tear off the attached card or cut out the

coupon below. First fill out your name,
address and Member Number. Then give it

to your friend, have him fill out his portion,

put it in a stamped envelope, for his own
protection, and mail it to Nintendo Power
Magazine, Attn: Subscription Department,
RO. Box 97043, Redmond,WA 98073-9743.

(Nintendo)

Double yourvalue! Watch for special bonuses like free tip books!

Cmii I fltle NintendoPower subscriber):

rvl fVAl Fill out first for your free Team Power tip poster.

Send my Team Power poster to:

Please print and use ink.

Are you a Nintendo Fun Club Member? Yes No
If yes,what is your Membership Number? (Important)

\Qa i i i i i i j-i i

City State Zip

Member Number
(Important) 1^1

I l I I I l l -

1

|

(It's the MBR # next toyour name on the address label on the back of the magazine.)

For Your Friend (the new subscriber):

Fill out for free Team Power
Pin and $6 savings!

Yes, I want the strensth of Nintendo Power behind my
Same. I understand that if I subscribe now, I payjust $15 for 6

issues (a $6 savinss off the cover price) and receive, my free

Team Power Pin. (Washington State residents add 8.1% sales

tax: total $16.22. Canadian residents pay $21.00 Canadian

funds.)

Address

City state Zip

I’m paying for my subscription by (check one):

Check or Money Order (Payable to Nintendo)

MasterCard VISA

Signature of Cardholder

Allow six to eight weeks for delivery.

Ifyou are paying by credit card, check or money order, enclose this card along with
your payment or credit card Information in a stamped envelope, for your own
protection and mail to: Nintendo Power Magazine. Attn: Subscription Dept, RO. Box
97043, Redmond,WA 98073-9743.

Or, call toll-free and subscribe immediately

by credit card!
(The Nintendo representative will need to talk to the person whose name is on the card.)

1 -800-255-3700
Mon.-Sat.: 4 a.m.-IO p.m. PST. Closed Sunday. 149
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NOSE JOB?

[

can't help but notice some-

thing interesting about Mario.

Over the past couple of years

his nose has dramatically changed

shape. It used to be sharp and

droopy in Donkey Kong, but now in

Super Mario Bros. 2 it is more
rounded and somewhat elevated.

Has Mario, like many other suc-

cessful superstars, had his nose

"fixed" to improve his appear-

ance?

Jim Jackman
St. Clair Shores, Ml

As far as we know, Jim, Mario has

not undergone cosmetic surgery.

Many famous characters do un-

dergo gradual changes as they get

"older." For example, compare

early drawings of Disney's Mickey

Mouse with today's version!

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

G
ame Counseling has always

been interesting to me. I call

the counselors for tips all

the time and they seem like pretty

cool guys. I was wondering, how do

I become a Game Counselor? I'm a

great player and I know lots of tips!

Do you guys have any branch

offices?

Dru Jordan
Miami, FL

First of all Dru, Nintendo doesn't

have any branch offices. All of our

Game Counselors work here at our

corporate headquarters in Red-

mond, Washington. When we have

openings for Game Counselors or

other positions, these are advertised

in Seattle metropolitan area news-

papers. In addition to having a high

school diploma and excellent phone
and writing skills, each Game Coun-
selor must be a whiz at video

games. You also need to live a little

closer to our headquarters . .

.

STAY TUNED FOR
THE REAL SCOOP

[

recently read about Super

Mario Bros. 3 and the Japa-

nese Super Famicom in a

competing magazine. I want to

know why these things haven't

been in Nintendo Power yet? Were
you scooped on your own stuff?

Scott Tripp
Kennewick, WA

The reason these products have not

made an appearance in Nintendo

Power yet is because we focus on
games that are out now or soon will

be available for the American NES.

Now that Super Mario Bros. 3 is

closer to being released here in the

U.S., you can expect to see a lot

more about it in Nintendo Power. As
for the Super Famicom, that system

is not yet out in Japan. Another rea-

son we do not review products too

far in advance is because changes

are sometimes made before the

game is actually released. Our goal

is to deliver information that is both

timely and accurate.

YOU TOO CAN BE
A POWER PLAYER

I

'd like to know how to become
a Power Player. I've sent in sev-

eral lists of my accomplish-

ments, but I never get my name in

the magazine. What can I do?

Chuck Booton
Loveland, CO

Well Chuck, being a Power Player

involves more than just finishing a

lot of games. We'd like interesting

stories that illustrate your Power

Playing qualities or that tell why
you think your achievements are

special. You should also know that

we receive thousands of entries,

and can only print a few of them.

But we do read and respond to

every letter we receive, so keep

'em coming!

If you'd like to be a Power Player,

or if you have a question of gen-

eral interest that you want ans-

wered, write to:

Nintendo Power Player's Pulse

P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA 98073-9733

6 NINTENDO POWER
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I

am a college student and a

Power Player. Whenever I find

myself swamped with re-

search papers, tests and labs

needing to be completed, I quickly

call "time-out" and go for my NES.

Playing my NES clears my mind so

I can concentrate, it helps to get

rid of stress and it keeps me from

spending so much money at the

arcade on campus. I have found

the NES to be the next best thing

to having an actual arcade game.
My future goal is to become a

Game Counselor, as is the goal of

many Nintendo fans. I feel that I

would make a good counselor

because I enjoy helping people

and I share the same feelings for

video games as other Nintendo

players.

Rodney Clay
Hephzibah, GA

I

'm writing to inform you of a

Nintendo standout here in

northern California, my oldest

son, Marty. Marty recently turned

11 and is the oldest of five brothers.

Marty received Zelda H and work-

ed on it only on the weekends,

that's the rule around here. He
needed one more item to move on

to the final stages. Well, one day

his younger brother pushed the

wrong button and the rest is his-

tory. Marty was reluctant to start

again, but within one day had

zoomed back to where he was.

After one phone call to your coun-

selors, he won the game. Then he

wanted to see how fast he could

win it again. Forty two minutes lat-

er, he did it.

The amazing thing about Marty is

he enjoys teaching the other kids

on the block. Our house usually

has at any given time a dozen or so

neighbor boys in it. They all take

turns and encourage one another

to reach new heights of winning

their games.
Marty is even patient with the little

ones and tells them to "keep

going" and "good job." Everyone

looks up to Marty. He helps culti-

vate good sportsmanship, boosts

self-esteem and has gained a lot

of self-confidence and self-worth

from the NES.

Kathy Kraham
Lodi, CA

POWER PLAYER PROFILE: Jeff Gilkey
Age: 16
City: Crocker, MO
The reason I feel I am a Power

Player is I can usually solve any
game that I get my hands on
within five days. Some of my more
outstanding accomplishments
are: solving The Goonies 2 in one
day, scoring over 3,000,000 in

Mega Man and solving Super

Mario Bros. 2 with 72 lives left

over.

My friends at school call me Nin-

tendoman because I can usually

answer a question about a game
whether I've played it or not.

thanks to the time I spend reading

Nintendo Power.

My favorite game has to be The
Legend of Zelda. The variety of

enemies and helpful items make it

a great challenge. And, with the

Second Quest, I don't get bored

doing the exact same thing over

and over again.

Some of my best tips are:

—In Dragon Warrior, be patient

and raise your levels before you go
adventuring too far. There's no

way to finish a game like this over-

night; it takes time and thought.

—In Stage Five of Blaster Master,

when looking for the Monster

Crab, don't leave your vehicle until

you have to. Otherwise you may
find that you have„no way to get

back to it.

JANUARY / FEBRUARY 1990 7
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A MADMAN HAS TAKEN OVER GOTHAM CITY
AND ONLY ONE SOUL HAS THE POWER, THE
WILL AND THE MEANS TO STOP HIM... TM

In the dark recesses above

Gotham City™ there lurks a myste-

rious figure; a masked man-^
hunter on a quest for ven-

4

geance. Hoodlums, crooks v

and thieves call this crea-
k

ture the Batman. With
awesome agility and an >

*
arsenal of hi-tech gadgets,

\

he has the skill to take on the evil

underworld. Elsewhere, a sinister

shell of a man, deformed by a

chemical immersion, designs

the demise of the city. On
. Gotham's 200th anniver-

y sary he plans to spread a

JL

"

paralyzing nerve gas, Smy-
mt lex, and stop the citizens with

Jr a frozen smile. This Joker is an
evil one. Batman has crossed

paths with him before and they are

destined to meet again.

;

it



Killer Moth flys over Gotham City Hall. This freak,

sent by Joker to destroy the Batman tosses fireballs

but there are safe spots on the sides. Wait until he
swoops down and toast him with the Dirk.

STAGE 1-1
STOP AND GO
A Heatwave blasts the air with a fiery

assault. Wait at the edge of the flames
for the spark to go out and move in

with fists flyinq.
BMMBN BEGINS HIS
CEB nAU EAn va

I he streets of Gotham are nearly lects special items to use against
deserted. Only Batman and a few more worthy opponents. Joker is

looters roam the night. Occasional out there somewhere and Batman
lowlifes confront him, but Batman will find him.
takes them out quickly and col-

T© STAGE 1-24

DUCK AND DIRK
Stay low and use theTAGE 1-

AMBUSH!
Run up to K.G. Beast and
catch him off guard before he

can attack with his sword.

TO STAGE 1-3*



ADVANCED
WALL JUMP

To avoid a shock here,

drop down, grab the left

wall and jump to the right.

Deadly electric coils, the power
source for Axis Chemical, make
Batman's advance difficult but, he

charges on. With precise move-
ments and delicate balance, Bat-

man climbs to the top and fights

the automatic security force.

STAGE 2-1

BATARANG REACI
Batman’s flying wing hits

the enemy once going outH||t
and once coming back. Hi

" START

.TO STAGE 2-3

SHORT CUT



RECHARGE!
The Bombs of Drop Claw
become items when
punched. Collect the items

when three appear.

TAKE THE
HIGH ROAD

Drop slightly, grab the

right wall and jump up
to the conveyor belt.

LONG JUMP
Run to the edge of the

belt and jump lightly to

avoid the gears.
STAY CENTERED
Fall between the lethal

gears.

The chemical processing plant

gears are sharp and powerful. Bat-

man must ride the conveyors and / jf
avoid contact with this deadly v

machinery. The factory's nerve

center is nearby and Batman
could be close to stopping the pro-

duction of Smylex. His search for i

the master criminal, though, is far

from over.

* START

fe)jA

There are three parts of the Machine Intelligence System that
Batman must destroy to deactivate the factory's main power.
The dual cannon is his first target. Several shots from the Dirk
or Gun should stop it from giving Batman any more trouble.
The Electric Current Controller on the left is next. By standing

, , .
on the platform to the right, Bat-

man will have a clean shot at his
T

;Jl target. This will give him access

It JffiJ to the Nerve Center. Batman can
only harm this powerful device

. by punching the panel just above
the blue light. Joker designed
this equipment to last.

Duck to avoid high shots.

Jump and fire when Destroy the Current

the low cannon shoots. Controller.

Pulverize the panel.



JOKER IS ON THE RUN!

,fS
E
f„l

ABSH

An underground conduit below

the factory links Axis Chemical

with Joker's other hideout. This

could be where he has gone. One
of Joker's strongest creations, the

Jader, waits to leap on Batman
from the shadows here.

TO £TV* CHS 3-3-

Fall to the right and

land on a safe

platform.

AVOID
THE BLADES

3-2STAGE
The maze of pipes and electric

lines runs deep into the ground.

A few traps have been set to

keep Batman off the trail but the

dangerous industrial equip-

ment is enough to make this

area a hazard. The Joker must
have made his escape some
other way.

GE 3-3TO

JUMPWALL

DON’T
LEAVE
THE PATH

RESTORE LIFE
Punch the bombs, collect the items after three appear and

wait for life filling Hearts.



SMI 34 ill,1APPROACH
THE EEV SLOWLY

PUNCH IN THE AIR
Plan your jumps carefully and
attack Heatwave when his guard

is down.

When you see this tank, run to

the right and double back slowly.

It may be gone when you return.

The Joker's alternate hideout is a

"deserted laboratory in the outskirts of

Gotham. The madman has flown the coop but there
are plenty of foes to keep Batman busy.

CLOSE IN QUICKLY AND ATTACK
Don’t hesitate when you see this tank. Move in on it and
start punching. You may take some damage, but this is

the best way to beat it.

In the Gotham City Cathedral, Batman
finally tracks down the Joker. This could be the

justice he's been looking for. This is the end of the

4s TO STM1SI 3*4

The Electrocutioner is the strongest warrior on Earth.
He transmits a high voltage beam from his arm
which you should avoid at all costs. When you enter
the chamber, jump to the platforms above and stay
on the same side of the room as your enemy. Facing
the center, let loose a flurry of punches when he
jumps to the other side. Follow him over and repeat
the process until he is gone.

Stay on the same
side as your

enemy.

Punch him as he Continue this

jumps and follow, maneuver and
watch your step!
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FROM THE WORLD OF PCs
The boundaries of your NES will open wide with Shadowgate—a PC-type

mystery/adventure. Here the action takes place iii your own imagination, aided

by bold graphics and a unique cursor-guided selec-
,

tion screen. From the moment you stand before the / r"
'~ —

J
gate of the castle, to the final struggle against the dark E

1

j.r
]"

power of the Warlocklord, your fate will be decided by I
the choices you make. It is not an easy task. The land |T|||

ofTarkus has been overrun by the ghoulish servants of
ft

the Warlocklord. His chief stronghold is the most
ancient castle in the land— . -

Shadowgate. Only a mem- S^-.
) iff ~ H'ifl i

~

ber of the fading line of Jk.«- HH i|£j
kings can hope to enter JB^P V’fX

|

F 1
(V

Shadowgate and challenge JV H I r fl

the power that dwells ther® ^

(Lirani-^
|



The pointing finger

indicates commands
and where to move.

LEARN THE COMMANDS
All choices are made from the Main Command Screen shown
below. Select commands, view the inventory of items and point to

places or things on the screen.

ITEMS
Everything you collect is

shown here. Weapons,
potions, tools, spells, all

are indicated and can be

used or discarded.
MAIN SCREEN

The scene shown is your location.

There may be objects, doors and
enemies, some of which you can act
upon.

EXTRA ITEMS
There are too many items

to show on one screen
as you progress in the

game. By selecting Card
up or down you see

more items listed.

MOVEMENT
Move from one room to another by
selecting Move then pointing to a

door on the Main Screen or a square

COMMANDS
Take objects, Use them, Open doors. Look at things in the
chamber, Hit enemies or Speak to them. Indicate which
Command you want and an on-screen message will cue
you from there.

ENTERINGTHE CASTLE
LOOK FOR ITEMS TO TAKE
You begin the adventure outside,

a closed door before you. Look
closely at everything, because you
never know what might be useful.

After examining the scene, try

some commands. Hidden items

can be found everywhere!
The first door will open
without a key.

Key 1 is now
i yours to use

later in the

game.

Look at the Skull.

MOVING INTO THE CASTLE
Once you have the key there's no point in stand-

ing about in the cold. Select the Open option and
the door will open. With the Move Command
you then enter Shadowgate. Once inside, a de-

scription appears. Read it carefully.

MOVE

Select the Move
option.

OOgte

soil
Ipk:.

p:
Ip

,

Hr nniOMt:

I
ml TBKE

jDCLOSt Gl LjP

: .

switch.
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EXPLORINGTHEFIRSTCHAMBERS
The ancient castle is a honeycomb of rooms and halls and secret passages. This review

covers the first areas, but there are many more. If you learn the basic strategies, however,

the puzzles that follow will be a bit easier. Be sure to make a map as you go along, and

write down clues.

SHADOW3ATE-THEEARLYSTAGES

The servants of the War-
locklord need no light to see

you, but you need a light to

see them. Take torches <

you find them. When the Take the torcties

music changes, quickly light
from the wall,

a new torch.

LOOK YOKE
OPEO close

ausE hit
ESlEfiVE SPEAK

GOOD*
IflKEV 1

USE KEY 1

USE

,
Select the

and point

!

HERE
'

KEY 2 HERE

If you

take the

book you

won’t go
far.

Hit command
at the oval stone.

©STONE HALLWAY
The niche on the left contains an

ancient book, long left untouched. Two
torches burn above it. At the far end,

the hallway jogs to the right. You

should also note the oval stone at the

end of the hall. When a stone is a dif-

ferent color or shape, it sometimes

means that it conceals a secret. In this

case, if you hit the stone a hole is

revealed in the wall.

g&TORCI

m
Light a torch by selecting Use then pointing to

a torch on your item list.

TAKE KEY 2 FROM BOOK
O THE MAIN HALL
Here you find a long hallway with two

doors, both of them locked. Take the

torches then try your key. Only the far

door will open. For now, move ahead into

the next corridor.

On the map, the

"A" symbols

show how two

rooms are

connected if a

spell is used.

aw

TAKE KEY 2

Open the book, then take Key 2

from the list where it appears.

iMliHst
With Key 2, return to the locked

door in the first hallway.



©HALL OF THREE DOORS
Now the possibilities begin to "’"''Pjpi

open wide. Each of these doors 1 '

'f^i

leads to a different set of rooms M 1 <5

and puzzles. You'll have to 9
explore each one thoroughly,

collecting items and weapons.

None of the

doors are

locked, so

open them
and take a

look.

FINDINGTHE CRYSTAL BALL
Ufl ©LAKE CAVERN ©WATERFALL CAVE

The subterranean lake is The waterfall conceals a secret

jgg|3i home to a skeleton . . . and room and a prize inside it. You
a shark. Leave the key for ' should also pick up the scattered
now- stones for use with the sling.

Without the stones

your sling is

useless, so with

the Take command,
collect them all.

©BEHIND THE WATERFALL
The stoney cave has one prominent ffi
rock balanced precariously on a *

/ 1
f

ledge. Somehow you must move !HT|
the boulder to find what's behind it. If II

©THE CRYSTAL BALL
Somewhere in this small £ j&pg
chamber is a magical f

crystal ball. Look for it by
using your items.

Open the bag and take the gems.

DRAGON BREATH
©A DEAD END IMS
Dragons jealously guard their

hordes of treasure. First, take the

shield. It will protect you from the

dragon's flaming breath. With the

Notice the small oval hole near the door. It

looks like a keyhole, but isn’t. If you place the

white gem here, the crystal will appear.

shield in hand, pick up the other

hammer, which was once the

property of an adventurer less

clever and lucky than yourself.

!
Whatever you do, don’t go
down the trap door ladder.

Instinctively

you’ll raise the

the shield for

protection

from the fire.

BBISE VOUR SHIELD

DBHGOn FLBUlE.

mm "
look ill Z1IL
Doped ,. ,„ ,„,m,

OUSE dhi -

i ERVf PSPE



* SKELETON’S KEY
©LAKE CAVERN VMHB

Back in the cave with the lake,

you must somehow cross the shark

infested water.

Reclaim the

crystal ball by
using the

burning torch

on the ice.

will freeze solid, which easily allows you

to take the skeleton’s key. Luckily, the

ice also keeps the shark away.

'LEFT REAR II IMH
Green slime spills

;

foul stuff.

©ROOM OF MIRRORS
Here you will find three mirrors

and a broom. Behind one of the

HORRORFROMTHE PAST
othe crypt

;

Here in the gloom is

the final resting

place of kings and

queens.

RIGHT FRONT
Open the coffin and

behold the mummy
within. Now burn the H
mummy and take /

the scepter. He r

won’t need it r

anymore.

coins.

Take

them.

LEFT FRONT mirrors lies

Prepare for a nasty shock, the rest of

Inside this coffin is a Shadowgate.
Although it's not very

respectful, burn the

mummy.

SECRET PASSAGEWAYS
XflgHi. LJJjlOT ©arrow room
nPL

,

*, This secret room has an ai

• ® mounted on the front wall and With the Use command move the

lefthand torch and a door opens.

©ROOM OF BRIDGES
The bridge on the right is terribly

rickety. One step and you'll ruin it.

Later, with some help, you'll be

able to use it, but for now move to

the bridge on the left, which is

strong enough to bear your weight

(perhaps later on you will become
lighter as you delve deeper into the

mysteries.) a

The easy way is

not always the

best, but this

time it is the

only choice.

van
FT

-

Use the sphere on the lake and the water



©THE WRAITH'S CHAMBER
Swords, slirigs and spears will not avail you
against this apparition. Only a special flame will

remove it from your path.

Use a lit torch on the magic torch which you found near the book. Once the

Wraith is burned, be sur^ to collect the hanging cloak.

LEARN THE SPELL
©ROPE ROOM
Much is stored in this room: a

scroll, coil of rope, strange bottles,

and there is a sign on the wall that

reads EPOR.

Look at the EPOR sign twice to learn the spell of

EPOR which raises the rope through the hole.

Take the two bottles from

the shelf for use in the

future.
Using Move, climb up the rope to

the room of mirrors.

©MAGICIAN’S ROOM
Here you find a room with a pattern on
the floor with an oval indentation.

Put the Blue Gem in the

indentation in the floor.

Setting the gem in the floor summons the

magician. He will leave a scroll with you, then

vanish.
~

BRIDGE OF FIRE © F|RE bridge

©ROOM OF MIRRORS £,%££££
You must pass some protective clothii

through the middle '
\ fTO

mirror on your quest.
J
M f j|HH

From here on,

the choices are

yours. Make
them wisely.

iiHELITlET

Use the hammer to shatter the middle

mirror. Now unlock the door using Key 3.

A GO! K » v «*
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THE MAKING OF

Video games combine the best

aspects of cartoon animation and
computer programming to create

a magical world of entertainment.

As the result of a mix of two rather

diverge fields, it requires the

talents of many people to produce
a video game.
Based on the number of letters

and game ideas we receive here at

Nintendo, we know that many fans

are interested in knowing about
how video games are created. So
we decided to find out a little more
about what is involved in design-

ing a game ourselves. Super

Mario Bros. 3 was the obvious

choice, and to find something out

about the stories behind the

characters and the kinds of
(

things that were done during

TOKYO

the design process, we went
right to the source, Nintendo

Company Ltd. (NCL) in Kyoto,

Japan.

WHEREIT*ALL BEGAN
Design work and programming on
almost all games developed by

Nintendo is done by the staff of

NCL's Research and Development
Departments (some are also done
by independent software compa-
nies like Rare). Each of Nintendo's

R & D "teams" competes to come
up with the best ideas. And each

team member works hard to make
sure his or her own contributions

find their way into the final pro-

gram.

We interviewed Mr. Shigeru Miya-

moto, project head in charge of

development on SMB 3. He was
intensely involved with the game
at the very beginning idea stages

and then at the end in the final

polishing of the concept. Through-

out he offered the other pro-

grammers and designers helpful

advice, ideas and guidance. He
was happy to take time out of his

busy schedule to give us some
inside information on SMB 3.

Z>TJ>c-



Designing a game in the Super
Mario Bros, series is certainly dif-

ferent than creating one based on
all new characters, but it is just as

challenging. The difficult task is to

make familiar characters seem
fresh.

In each of the previous SMB
games, Mario gained new power-

ups. So in SMB 3, Mr. Miyamoto
and the other designers wanted to

invent yet another new, interesting

way for Mario to power-up. Their

initial ideas tended toward having

Mario turn into some sort of crea-

ture. A concept that was rejected

was having Mario power-up as a

Centaur (half man, half horse). The
idea that they finally settled on

was to give Mario a tail and the

ability of flight. Their first tail con-

cept, that of a Racoon tail, was the

one that finally stuck.

"I'm sorry to say there isn't a funny

story behind why we chose the

Racoon tail," Miyamoto remarked.

"We thought the Racoon tail

worked best from a practical point

of view and it fit right in with

Mario's style. It also created some
great new game play possibilities."

MHjjf
JmL

The most important new enemies
created for SMB 3 were Bowser's

children. Each was given a unique

look and personality. You can see
from the sketches how one of

these Koopa brats developed.

Another new creature that is one
of Miyamoto's personal favorites

is the chained "dog" (Chain

Chomper) that first appears in the

Sky World. "This is a strange

enemy because it is chained and
can't get at Mario, which probably

accounts for its vicious behavior,"

TM Nintendo pt America Inc.

Miyamoto said. As for the inspira-

tion behind this mean character,

Miyamoto mentions that he did

have a "bad experience" with a

dog when he was young . .

.

Some of the familiar enemy char-

acters from the previous SMB
games were also included, but

some were changed slightly.

Winged Goombas, Giant Koopas,

new species of Piranha Flowers

and additional members of the

Hammer Brother family were all

created to add spice to old familiar

stand-bys.

Mr. Miyamoto has hundreds of

partial game ideas in his head at

all times. "Chatting with the other

designers on a casual basis helps

me bring my ideas together," he

commented. "Also, ideas can

come together at any time, even in

the middle of a hot bath!" (That

must be the inspiration for the dif-

ficult water worlds in SMB 3—they
really put Mario in hot water!).
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Once a collection of ideas has

been assembled, the game must
be plotted out in it's entirety.

According to Mr. Miyamoto, "The

general plan for SMB 3 was to

make it a game that players of all

skill levels could enjoy."

To do this, the planners put plenty

of bonus coins and 1 -Ups in the

early worlds of the game to help

beginners. The later worlds,

however, contain some of the

toughest game play challenges of

any video game. In the two player

mode, turns are taken from world

to world, making for an equal

pr°gra*Vng
Translating all the diagrams and
drawings into computer graphics

is a long and complicated process.

A tool that makes this procedure

easier is the Character Generator

Computer Aided Design (CGCAD)
machine. Using this computer,

designers can create "character

banks" which contain the graphic

shapes used to draw images dur-

ing game play. Each shape is given

a number which the NES can use

to access the shape and combine
it into a complete image. A NES
game program consists entirely of

numerical data strings for doing

the graphics of a game. Since the

look and feel of the game is deter-

mined by the shapes in the "char-

acter banks," they must be
designed and used very carefully.

amount of playing time for both

players.

After a general plan has been
made, each scene must be laid out

in minute detail. Even the simplest

action by Mario may set into

motion many reactions. For

example, when Mario hits a break-

able brick, the exact movement of

the pieces of the brick must be
mapped out. Points gained and

effects must also be con-

The photo to the left

shows the kind of drawings done
for the final scene with Bowser.

of the detailed drawings
needed, the guys who do these

designs must be skilled artists.

Here, Mr. Tezuka, a

director and planner of

SMB 3, works on a

CGCAD machine to design

a picture of Mario.

Mr. Nakago, coding

director on SMB 3, works

with another programmer.

Mr. Kondo lays down
some tunes for a future

Nintendo game. He
composed the music for

SMB 3.
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GAME DESIGNER PROFILE:
SHIGERU MIYAMOTOW

'k

-A-

^ Shigeru Miyamoto, or "Dr."

A Miyamoto as he's known to his

W fans, has been involved in the

A' video game industry since 1 977,
when he started working at Nin-

tendo Company Ltd. designing
characters and art work for

v arcade games. The first game he
actually directed design and art

A work on was Donkey Kong in

1980. As everyone knows this

'k was the big hit that brought Nin-

k tendo into world prominence—

k quite a good first outing.

Since then, Miyamoto has had a
v hand in just about every hit game

from Nintendo. He is in charge of
- directing the development of the

Super Mario Bros, series, and he
also worked on design and

k development of the Zelda series.

k A typical working day for Mr.

p.
Miyamoto starts at a flexible time

a in the morning and sometimes

^ lasts until the wee hours of the

J morning. During a typical day he
will check on the six or seven

A software projects for which he is

k supervising the development. HeM

kk

also spends a lot of time traveling

V around and meeting people in

A other creative fields to get inspi-

ration for game ideas.

Among Miyamoto's current proj-

ects are planning games for the

Super Famicom (like Super
Mario Bros. 4 and Zelda 3). He is

also working with Shigesato Itoi,

another famous Japanese copy
writer on a role playing game set

in modern times that will prob-

ably be available for the NES next

year.

Miyamoto enjoys his job and
says he has always wanted to

design games. He has a B.A. in

Industrial Design from Kana-
zawa Municipal College of Arts

and Crafts. He makes his home
in Kyoto with his wife and two
children, a son age 4 and daugh-
ter age 2. When he's not busy
designing games, he likes to lis-

ten to music and play bluegrass.

He also collects musical instru-

ments, and owns two guitars, a

banjo and a mandolin among
others.

As the designer of so many
popular games, Miyamoto has

gained quite a bit of fame in

Japan, although you wouldn't

know it from him. "I'm not all that

famous, but people do write and

ask me for photos for their kids,'
1

he says modestly.

When asked for his advice tc

aspiring game designers, Mr.

Miyamoto had these words ol

wisdom: "It's one thing to design

games based on established

characters, but the key to suc-

cess in designing games is to try

and create your own interesting

and original game play ideas.

Keeping in touch with other areas

of popular culture will help you
come up with more innovative

ideas. Also, understanding

assembly language inside and
out is essential for game pro-

gramming."
Miyamoto has visited the United
States three times, and says he
has seen a lot of originality in this

country, especially in the area of

music. In 1 987, he and his team
toured Disneyworld, San Fran-

cisco and NewYorkCity in search

of inspiration. On his next trip, he
told us he'd like to visit Nashville.

(We can only wonder what kind

of games that trip would inspire).

Even this short look behind the

scenes shows the enormous
amount of work it takes to produce
a video game. The team that pro-

duced Super Mario Bros. 3 con-

year span. In all though, the time

and effort was well worth it and
the final product is something they

are all happy with.

"We are especially proud of the

wonderland we created in

and the dastardly, fasci-

nating and repulsive enemy char-

acters that live in it," Mr. Miyamoto
said.

We can't wait to see what he has in

store for the NES in the future!
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Continued from last issue

—the adventures of Willow!

ANtfWEWQNg
Fleet Spell

If you get lost in

a castle, use

this spell.

Metal Shield
Yet another

shield for Willow

to use.

Bombard

magical earth-

quake.

Zhena’s Cross

Flute
Be sure to have

this flute before

you fight Muzh.

Renew
A spell Of

mysterious

quality.

Red and Blue

Crystals

Willow must unite

these Crystals to

create a powerful

force of good.

This demon’s

bone turns

man into

monster.

Specter

Terstorm
The Demon's
Feather invokes

a windstorm.

Lucasfilm.

EXPLORE THE ROCKY
MOUNTAINS These menacing mountains are

riddled with caverns and tun-

nels. Many valuable items were
hidden in these caves by those

fleeing from Bavmorda's con-

quering armies. Much of the

rest of Willow's quest will take

place in these mountains.

Willow can return Fin

Raziel to human form

when he’s reached the

thirteenth level of

experience.

By the time Willow

obtains the Spirit's Crest,

Sorsha will be looking

elsewhere for Madmartigan.

HAUNTED ISLAND CAVES-TWO
TOWERS

Eerie and

haunted, the

Island Caves

are a difficult

obstacle.

The creatures in the Island Caves are

deadly. Take the Dragon Scales to

Dew’s Blacksmith; he'll make the

Dragon Sword for Willow.
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THE TRAGIC STORY OF fThe
ZHENAAND MJZH

Bavmorda has done some cruel

things, but one of the worst was
the curse she placed on the lovers

Zhena and Muzh. Muzh was
turned into a monster and Zhena,

unable to find him, pined away
until she died.

To break the curse on Muzh, Willow must crack
the shell concealing the man. Make sure you
have the Flute before you go up against Muzh.

Zhena and
Muzh are

finally happy.

The path to

the Twin

Towers is

open.

I SECURE THE SPIRIT'S
I CREST!

I

EIora Danan will give

Willow the Spirit’s

Crest when the

Crystals are united.

Elora Danan, Fin Raziel's prophe-

sized Queen of peace, can only

fulfill her destiny if Willow defeats

Bavmorda. To do so, he must get

the Spirit's Crest.
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ITEMS!

Thunder
The mightiest

spell, it will

destroy almost

any enemy.

A strong shield

made from a
monster's tail.

© Heal Ball
This magical orb

contains great

healing power.

Witch’s Shoes
Wearing these Cc,
allows Willow to

walk on a cursed

QV" Wing Sword
A splendid

// weapon from

// Adik of the

'S Eagle Clan.

Key of the Castle

It is needed to

freely explore

Nockmaar
**'

Tail Shield

It’s said to carry

a curse, but it

offers good
protection.

Spirit's Crest

Willow must keep
this powerful

Artifact out of

Bavmorda’s evil

clutches.

|

TIR ASLEEN RISES ABOVE
the moutains [

Willow is now deep in the moun-
tainous land surrounding the

mythical country of Tir Asleen. Tir

Asleen Castle can be seen loom-
ing over the land. Strange ways
need yet be trod before Willow's

journey ends.

This old woman claims to

know little of Nockmaar,

but she may be wary of

strangers. She gives

Willow the Thunder spell.

Willow

can get

the Heal

Ball, but

he can’t

go past the chest it

was in—yet.

This road is paved with

monstrous mouths.

Would they bite one of

their own kind?

IINTO THE CAVES AGAIN!
The mystery of Nockmaar
Castle is becoming clearer as
Willow gets clues from the

people he meets. It appears
that Willow must go to Tir

Asleen Castle to find the

secret path to Nockmaar.
More powerful items and
weapons will make his quest
easier.

The Wing Sword is a

symbol that will mark
Willow as a friend to the

Eagle Clan.

[
RockyMountain Cave

This old man fled Tir

Asleen when Bav-

morda invaded. It

has made him wary
of outsiders.

old woman who
lives here are of '

no value.
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IAT LAST-TIR ASLEE1Y/
/Oj A certain enchanted pair of slippers will allow Wil-

low to cross the cursed span to the country of Tir
Asleen. Having been attacked by Bavmorda, the country
is nearly deserted. Those who remain, distrust strangers
and often will not help at all. Willow's mission of defeating
Bavmorda is becoming more and more urgent.

One of Tir Asleen’s

last residents offers

Willow hospitality.

w
lipa

I IE YOU'RE STUCK,
I RETRACE YOUR STEPS.

Sometimes there will be barriers

that seem impassable. When you
come across these, go back and
thoroughly explore where you've
already been.

Some people

won't give

Willow the

item they

have unless

he’s met

HI someone
else first.

STRATEGY TIPS
[Q1 One of the keys to Wil-

\ low is gaining experi-
ence points. The higher your level,

the more effective your attacks
are. It's often worthwhile to stop
and just build up experience
points.

Use spells to defeat the

. enemies which give MP
' when they’re defeated.

Check
your

status

often.

Don’t take risks

you're almost at

level.

Zombies can be defeated
if you're quick enough and
use the Devileye sword.

When gaining experience,

it's best to stay near a

healing location.
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ITEMS!

Powder of

Unrequited Love

This magical

Lpowder will give

'anyone a heart of

justice.

Kaiser Sword
Another fine

blade, the gift of

a great warrior.

Wonder Sword
The best ,

sword Willow

will find.

Bottle Shield

A strong shield

made for battle.

Q: How do I enter
Nockmaar Castle?
A: The entrance is

blocked by a arrogant

guard who hardly notices

Willow's presence. You

must find a way to make
him leave his post.

This guy

doesn’t

scare

easy . .

.

r do I beat

A: As the Queen of Evil,

Bavmorda is indeed
powerful. To match her

strength, make sure you
have at least 240 MP.

TIR ASLEEN'S MAZE-LIKE
INTERIOR

The floor plan of Tir Asleen is

complicated to confuse invaders.

Because the rooms look almost

alike, it is easy to wind up going in

circles. Guards are also stationed

throughout the castle. Still, Willow
will need to explore the entire

place. Watch out for traps!

Airk of Tir

Asleen is

weak from

fighting the

Eborsisk. Use
the Kaiser

Sword to finish

off the

monster. It is indeed a time of chaos when
mighty weapons like these are left

lying around in the castle.

Once Willow has the Wonder Sword and

the Battle Shield, he should be able to

easily defeat almost any enemy, The
toughest part of his quest is yet to

come—Nockmaar Castle!
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After exploring the Castle of Tir

Asleen for a while. Willow is

bound to meet the Eborsisk.

Although it looks intimidating, the

monster is not difficult to defeat.

Once vanquished, Willow will be
free to explore the rest of the
Castle.

BEWARE OF TRAPS!
Willow must explore every corner of Tir Asleen in

order to move on to Nockmaar Castle. One of the
dangers of Tir Asleen is the possibility of traps. If

Willow does get captured, he can only hope for

outside help to escape, for the dungeons of Tir

Asleen are very secure.
The huge Eborsisk slowly sways about
its lair, spitting flames. Use fancy
footwork to dodge it and counter-attack.

Even after the path to

Nockmaar Castle is

open, its formidable gates would
deter even the most persistent

adventurer. Although Willow has
found help this far in his journey,

once he is in Nockmaar Castle, the
final conflict will be his alone to
resolve.

faced. He turned out to be a

good man turned evil by Bavmorda’s

Magic. The most important item found

at this point was the Healmace.

items and weapons for Willow. He also

made a valued friend, F*o. Luckily,

Matanda was not the fierce dragon he

was rumored to be.

Magic Cane, the most vital item for

defeating Bavmorda. It was also

necessary to return Fin Raziel back to

human form.

i

Elora Danan and obtained the Spirit's

Crest The forces of good must control

this artifact in order to destroy

Bavmorda.

mountain passages, Willow found many
items and clues on defeating Bavmorda.
The secret passage to Nockmaar was
revealed in Tir Asleen.

Willow now stands at the gates of

Nockmaar. He has all the items he

needs to conquer Bavmorda. From here

on, he must fight alone. You can
succeed, Willow! Face your destiny!
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The Kick works well

against an enemy
sneaking up on you fror

behind.

JIM
This is the mo:

attack. Use it e

enemy in front

put a well-placed boot

mark on his chin.

'

' '

Stun him with a punch

or kick, and then polish

his teeth with your knee.

UPPERCUT
Throw a few jabs to

loosen him up, and then

really let him have it!

Last time out Billy and Jimmy
Lee were on opposite sides in a

struggle over the lovely Marian.

Now Marian has been gunned
down by the Black Shadow
Warriors, a mysterious group
of thugs and hired-guns that

run most of the organized

crime activities in New York

City, and Billy and Jimmy have

set aside their differences in a

quest for vengeance. No one is

sure exactly what king rat runs

this pile of garbage called the

Black Shadow Warriors, but

you can bet that Billy and
Jimmy are going to find out!

ffllNG CYCLg

If you’re surrounded, you

can use this and hit both

enemies with one attack.

SHOULDER THROW
After you've used the

Hair-Pull Kick, toss this

punk into his buddies.

JJSE ENEMY WEAPONS

Knock her down and

then pick up her weapon
and give her some of her

own medicine.
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Billy and Jimmy decide to take the

fight to the enemy and march
defiantly into Black Shadow War-
rior turf. They are looking for a

fight, and from the looks of this

neighborhood, chances are that

they'll find one.

These first few
bozoSiwill try to

impress you with

fancy jumps and
acrobatics.

A good, swift kick

when they're on

the ladder . .

.

They can

‘dance, but

they sure
‘ can't fight.

|

One good
jump kick and
they'rerout

Stay here in the

middle, or you’ll

be knocked off.

KNEW I SHOI

PN.'V fin
Stay in the

I middle and

[

take care all

I
of these jokers

before going

to the ladder.

going up a ladder, and stay in the
middle of the beam when fighting.

ilimbing the

adder, or you'll

Use the jump kick

technique to get

next to him.

when he’s down, but
if you nail him just

as he gets up . .

.

kSEND IN THE CLOWNS 0HEY YOU WITH THE
EH

£V . AND SHE'S GOT A
V/GREAT PERSONALITY.

Make her drop the chain,

then use it to your advantage.

HAIN, COME ON DOWN

L
Be sure to defeat all enemiesGo right imme-

diately after
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OCOME AND GET ME, CHOPPER.
Go up the ladder, then quickly back down. This

will to draw out the helicopter.

J'-
:

.. I

Wait for the

enemies to come

WKf down to you. If

BB^yj|5555Sj "1 ’»w you go up to

I jfi
|

them, the

I helicopter will

DOUBLE YOUR
PLEASURE.

Work on tim-

ing your attach

so that you car

down two ene-

mies at a time.

thugs are

easy to

of, but

out for the

with the hand

grenade. If she

it, pick it

quickly and

throw it back.

You’ll be sucked out of the

chopper if you get too close to

the door.

Get close when fighting the

big guy.

Use the door to your

advantage.

then the other.

Now hit the

first again as

he tries to get

up.
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BASE

FLOOR. GOING DOWN.
Now go back to

and take

Keep jumping

against the

motion, or

you’ll be
dragged right

off the edge.

Try to get used to the

3-D depth in this game,
you can use up and

to

of Go left again

. . . well, you get

the idea.

T SEE THE BUS
WHAP! Wow!
What a wake
up call! You
can ambush
many of the

larger mem-
bers of the

Black Shadow
Warriors using

this trick. Boy,

he was out

before he hit

the floor!

HOOK.
Don't try to

kick this

boss. He’s

only vulner-

able to a

series of

good
punches.

elevator, and
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BETTER.
Use small

jumps. A big

jump will on-

ly cause a

long fall.

O HAVEN’T I SEEN YOU
SOMEWHERE BEFORE?

Although they all look the same, it seems the

punks in the forest are tougher than the others.

out of com-
mission and
pick up her

weapon to

further your

quest.

It will be much

0CROSSING THE RIVER
The long

route is easier, but

there is a short cut.

"All right! I made

them if you

use their

weapons
against them.

Take the left vine,

or you'll call out an

army of enemies.

Here. Catch.

Pick up their dynamite

and then give them a

of your explosive temper.

nglABO&RD! 1
Parts of the train that you have to

stand on are moving. Keep moving your-

self by jump kicking.

Use your jump

kicks to knock

the boss off of

the train. Then,

as he's climbing

back up, knock

him off again.

If you get knocked off the train, use this

pattern to get back on.

HINT:

my goes, so
does his weap-
on.

= .Wait until you're

,*.^right here to jump
|
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Billy and Jimmy are getting closer. The pieces of the puzzle

are starting to fall together, and theythinkthey have a good
idea on how to find the leader of the Black

Shadow Warriors. But first they'll have to

get through the Mansion of Terror, and
with a name like that, it can't be the

friendliest place in the world. Now here's

a look at what Jimmy and Billy will be up
against in Mission 6.

THAT’S ALL WE CAN SHOW UO0 FOR NOW.
misAMD iJMMSfS QUEST FOR REVENGE HAS
ONUJ HIST BEGUN, BUT NEITHER WILL REST
UNTIL SOMEONE MiS FOR MARIAN’S LIFE.
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or international beach volleyball competition.excitement

Knock out the opposition

with a Super Spike!

In your Face! It’s a

Super “Stuff!"

TOURNAMENT S IMOLES

TOURNAMENT DOUBLES

1 PLATER VS 1 PLAYER

2 PLAYERS VS I PLAYER

2 PLAYERS VS 2 PLAYERS

Oil THE BEACH8INTO YOOB HOME!
Beach Volleyball— two-on-two on a sand court under the summer sun. For-

merly the sport of beach bums alone, it is now set to bump up to the big time,

with circuits all over the country and the possibility of being an exhibition

sport at the 1 992 Olympics. Super Spike V’Ball from Nintendo captures all the
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ROLLE
SKATE

Well Roundei

George and Murphy are the best all-

around players.

Al and John make up for their lack

of finesse with powerful spikes.

SUMMER FUN ALLYEAl
Bump in the

back court to

return a

powerful serve.

Billy and Jimmy are street toughs

who can stand up to anyone.

SUPER
SPIKE!!

Be Bold! Go for the Super

Spike!Ed and Michael are fast and can get

to the ball no matter where it’s at.

\eyball Hardbodies
i

Uply
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TM Trademark of Vic Tokai

Aimmm_ mi
ROUTE 5
OBJECTIVE:

Super Shop.

Purchase

Weapons and

Equipment.

ROUTE 15
OBJECTIVE:

Devil’s Tower.

Infiltrate and

intelle- -

gence on -
& *

'
4

hostile alien ; .

force code
name: Demon.

ROUTE 40
OBJECTIVE:

Sword of Apol-
,

lo. Contact the 1

Hermit for in- .M®
'

.

formation. Use ^ j

this weapon to ;| :|

4

| ^ j|

engage and YYY-Y-Y-Y-Y-v

destroy Demon.

• ijr
*5

m 1m

ROUTE 13

404JJ4,Smf

THE MAN AND THE MISSION
'There I was, catchin'

some rays at the beach,

when headquarters

called.

"They had another impossible mission for

me-I'm the one they always call when it's

r
| crunch time.

"I'm Sgt. Billy "Big Bang" Blitz, of

S.A.B.R.E. (Special Assault Brigade

for Real Emergencies) and I'm the

best at what I do-bustin' bad guys." II A
In Clash at Demonhead, you

guide Sgt. Bang through the

twisted passages of Demonhead
in search of a kidnapped profes-

sor and his Doomsday bomb.
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COLLECT THE GOVERNORS' MEDALLIONS
In addition to the previously mentioned Objectives,
you must also defeat the Seven Governors of De-
monhead. These enemies are armed and extremely
dangerous. It is essential that you retrieve the Royal
Medallions they carry. —HQ

“Gazh isn't so tough.

Shoot him in the horn

and then quickly jump
over his fire."

CONTACT SPRITE FAYSHA
You will first meet advance scout Michael on Route
3. He will have information for you throughout your
mission. -HQ

n

I'll skip the floating

platforms using the

Jet Pak! Faysha

here I come!"

The Jet Pak will prove
to be a most valuable

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Sprite.Faysha has intelligence on a
powerful and mysterious being,

code name: Hermit. Locate the
Hermit and find out how he can
help us. —HQ

Faysha has two
heart units here. You
can collect them
more than once by
going off the screen

and returning. -HQ

“Go to Route 6 to

find the passage to

Route 35, where the

Hermit is being held

captive by Rowdy."

“Thanks, Faysha.”

STATUE OF THE UNKNOWN AGENT
'This looks like the statue

Faysha was tellin' me
about. Sure enough, it

opens into this tunnel

called Route Unknown."

ROUTE UNKNOWN
'This place is a

real gold mine! I f

I'll have to go ^ *

check out the

Exchange Shop
HQ was tellin'

me about after I

rescue the Her-

mit."

EGl

Heighten

your defense with

this whirling

shield.

W5C
This is a new
throwing star

B5
developed by the any enemy,

weapons section ^ this is the most
|

which returns to you powerful

after being thrown. UiiAiiWwtf weapon.

rolls along the

floor. It is useful

against low foes.
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OPERATION: HERMIT RESCUE
The extent of the Hermit's pow-
ers are unknown. But if he can

help rescue Professor Plum, it is

imperative that you rescue him.

Only Faysha can open the pas-

sage in Route 6 which leads to

the Hermit's house in Route 35.

ROWDY HAS THE
HERMIT HOSTAGE
"Blast Rowdy with regular bul-

lets. When he charges, avoid

him by jumping."

THE FORCES OF THE HERMIT
tit'st'jfifitWit* fit;

"I found out the Hermit is

the master of five forces

that are kind of like }
psychic powers. He also

has healing abilitites and H
can give extra boxes for

my life meter."

m“

OBJECTIVE: THE MAGIC STONE

MICRO POWER
'The Hermit will help my cause by teaching

me his five forces, starting with the Micro
Power. To use the Micro Power, I'll need to

have a Force of 50. This power lets me get

into some small places."

“Here's a “Using the

I passage in - J Micro
1 Route 35 Power 1

that's a § can 9°
tight in.’’

squeeze.”

“Usin’ the Super

Suit, it's no sweat

to swim in molten

lava and find the

Magic Stone!”

It's at the

very bottom

of the lava

VmcwcMM i

CAVE IN ROUTE 15

In Route 15, Michael will

give you details on how to

get the Magic Stone, which
is hidden in Route 27. —HQ

RETURNTO ROUTE15
"My buddy Michael says there's

some treasure in Route 15. Maybe
it'll help me finish my mission qui-

cker so I can get back to the

beach!"

BEWARE THE MONSTER OPEN THE DOOR DEMON DISCOVERED!
It's tricky to go into the

door at the bottom of

the pit in Route 15. If

you jump, the monsters

will hit you and throw

you back —HQ

The magic stone func-

tions as a Key and can

open the door in the

cave of Route 1

5

'There's no way I canR

beat the Demon now, p
so I'll concentrate on)

my mission and try to

defeat him later." r

I This super

armor will protect

you from the heat

of molten lava,

but it’s not

waterproof.
V

Jumping high and

running quick are

useful abilities to umnmx,
have, when
fighting bosses.

------

Essential

for passing

difficult areas.

Some places are

only accessible

<
jwtfMtieJet

i

Pack
i

Each can of Ultra

Food replenishes

one life unit. Dyna
Punch gives you

The Micro-recorder more force -

j
grants you a

*-—— password so you

can take a rest

from your mission.
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OBJECTIVE: THE SWORD OFAPOLLO
A water-filled passage from
Route 15 leads to Route 33.

Explore Route 33 thorough-

ly to find clues concerning

Tom Guycot. You will also

meet Faysha there. —HQ

©UTE $3

MORE CLUES FROM THE HERMIT
Remember, the way to

Route 35 is through

Route 8. The Hermit

will give you two more
life boxes and tell you
how to get the Sword
of Apollo. —HQ

USE THE MAGIC STONE
"According to the Hermit, the Sword of

Apollo is inside a statue in Route 40. I'll

need the Magic Stone to open the statue

and it will only work if I'm in the correct

position."

"Faysha, it's good to see you again.

Tom Guycot didn't have any more
luck with the Demon than I did. Now
I'd better see the Hermit."

NOW PREPARE FOR THE FINAL BATTLE

"The Sword of

Apollo!!!’’

You now have ten boxes in your life meter. You should MAX-ROUTE 7
be stocked up on all weapons. Defeat all the Cover- £“£££“
nors, collect the Royal Medallions and then find and hops around his lair, it’s

destroy the Demon. Good luck Agent Big Bang! easy to avoid him using

—S.A.B.R.E. HQ END TRANSMISSION.

GAZH-ROUTE 11

Shoot him in the horn and
then look out! Use the Power

Boots to jump over his fire.

MUSH-ROUTE 16
By staying at the left edge
of the screen and dodging,

you’ll reduce the damage
you take.

[*z*z*z*i*Z’*y^

BOPPER-ROUTE 21
Bopper is not a

boss, so he’s pretty

easy to defeat. Just

shoot him enough
times and he’ll fold.

It’s easy to avoid his

shots.

SHARK-ROUTE 27
There’s a safe spot in the

hideout of this marine

menace. Find it and

patiently wear her down.

the Micro Power. E

patient and hit /'
him in the

mouth after V
you've blasted r, «...

all his buddies.

DEMON-DEVILS TOWER
This is one bad al-

|

ien intellegence.

The only way to de-

feat him is to use

the Sword of Apol-

lo and hit him in

the eye.

GO TO THE MOUNTAIN
TOP TO FIND THE
DEMON!! GOOD LUCK!!!
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IT’S A LONG ROAD TO THE TOP!
Slick's managed to make himself king of the hill, but that doesn't mean he should

start throwing his weight around. He's taken Ryan's girlfriend and is holed up in

1 the High School just waiting to see what Ryan will do. Better grab your map and
your bruising buddy Alex 'cause there's work to do. Slick's gotta learn, there' re

ALEX some people that you just don't mess with!

THINK YOU’RE GOOD ENOUGH TO TAKE US ON?
we’ll see.
Slick's taking a breath-

' er in the High School.

He doesn't think that you stand a

chance of getting through the many
gangs that he controls all over town.

You're gonna have to start with the

small fries and work your way to the

top, but who are these guys?

TERRITORY BOSSES
MOOSm BENNY

ZW kA* r-J_l & CLYDE

ROCKO

THE ZOMBIES
These guys control the Territory

Bosses and know what's going down.
Find them if you can.

BLADE MOJO
THE RIVER CITY HIGH GUARD

Can’t make it alone; you

better get some help!

TM & © 1989 American Technos
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POWER-UP OR YOU'LL BE SORRY!
Roxy knows the secret; only the strong survive. You'll need
to work hard and eat right just to get strong enough to

take on the first boss. As you travel around River City, try

to find as many different items as you can. Each one can
help you to grow stronger in many different ways. With this in mind, you
can customize your warrior to be the fighting machine you desire.

WATERFRONT MALL
The stores in the Water-
front Mall have many
items you will need includ-

ing the powerful Karma
Jolt.

BOOK SHOP
The books are your

best source of pow-
er. Read as many as

you can!

PHARMACY
When you're hurt or

injured, a little med-
icine will pick you
right up!

MUNCHY MOTION!
Food gives you imme-
diate strength. Each
type works differently,

so try a bunch.

Jones’

Carry items with you for

later use.

THERE’S MORE!
Other stores have

shoes, CD's and even BF
a few other surprises, g
All help, so give 'em a

try.

READ BOOKS TO LEARN FROM THE
Without training you'll be little more than a street tough

with a chip on his shoulder. You need the teachings that

are found in books to learn some of the powerful tech-

niques you can master. Armed with knowledge. Slick

doesn't stand a chance against these two angry tornadoes!



IF YOU HAVE THE ACRO CIRCUS...
The Aero Circus is one of the

best techniques. You can

use it to make money real

fast if you keep using it on
Benny and Clyde. With

practice, you'll be a millio-

naire in no time!

Take a quick run at them, then tumble into them.

If you have enough power, they’ll go down with

just one hit!

Slow down the message
speed to make the most

money.

YOU’RE NOT ALONE. SOMEONE’S ON YOUR SIDE.
Roxy is Slick's girl and she'd just like to see this whole mess cleared up as soon as possible. She

. can give you valuable information on where you can find Ryan's girlfriend. Listen up, she's taking

a big risk just to talk to

you.

PLEASE BE

CAREFUL!

IT’S GOING DOWN IN RIVER CITY!
Slick's men are awful tight lipped. You'll need to get a little informa-

tion from each of them just to find out where the next one is. Make
sure you pay attention to what they say or you'll never make it to

school on time. If you miss any of them, try coming back as they

often reappear.

FIRST BOSS: MOOSE
Moose is a wild man who fights like there's no tomor-

row. Watch his hands, feet, and weapons.

Moose is faster than anyone

you’ve met so far. If you

haven’t powered up, he’ll

certainly be faster than you.

Learn any techniques?

If Moose falls off the beam,

go off screen and come
back. He’ll be there itchin’ for

another go at it.

DOUBLE TROUBLE: BENNY&
Benny & Clyde can prove to be too much ifnp
for just one man if he's not prepared. If

you've powered up and learned some of the tech-

niques, you've got a chance. A little hint; sock him
while he's still talking.

WAREHOUSE MASTER: ROCKO
Rocko is unarmed and waiting deep inside the ware-

house. He's thinking that you'll be pretty weak after

fighting your way through all his guards. Be careful

how you jump in here.

Don’t let Rocko get What’s this about

your weapon. He Blade? What park?

knows how to use it!

M *

^ ^

til



drop-offs!

BEFORE YOU GO BACK TO SCHOOL...
A couple of things that you had
better invest in are a load of

Karma Jolt and a good sauna.

You're gonna need them.

A sauna will help raise your will

power. Prolonged fighting will

cause it to go down. Take one
and relax before taking on the

School.

Who are

1BGK

those guys

standing in

front of the

sauna? I’ve

seen them
before.

Keep track of your items, you can only

carry so many.

THEY’RE AS COLD A5 ZOMBIES!
The Zombies is the name that Slick uses for his Lieutenants. They're

tougher than the rest so you better prepare for them

SHERMAN PARK IS HIS TURF!
y y y y m-

=3R&PrtiUUk
Blade isn't fooling around. He's armed to the teeth and
waiting. You better plan your attackvery carefully or this

could be the last hurrah!

rtf

HEY! DIDN'T YOU ALREADY
BEAT THIS GUY?
Turk and Mojo like hanging out in some of the newer
areas of town. Sometimes you gotta listen to the

music to tell when they're around. When you hear it,

you'll know it's time to pay the fiddler!

OF THE ZOMBIES: r^OR Thor's picked a good spot to hold up. There are drop

offs on two sides, and he'll certainly try to throw you
over the edge. He's extremely fast and usually armed,
so keep that in mind when you come calling.



PRACTICE YOUR TECHNIQUES!
You'll have to be extra careful with your special attacks as it is very

easy to accidentally hit your buddy.

Let the other guy talk, you just get

down to business and you’ll save

yourself one big headache.

Enemies always go for the weakest

guy. Run up and down to escape

from your enemies. Also, make sure

you protect your buddy. WE'RE ALMOST
THERE ALEX! fJ
JUST A LITTLE

'

MORE.

TOUGH GUY TOWER: RIVER CITY HIGH
It's a long road getting here, but it's still

a far cry from over. Make sure that

you've got enough power and enough

items to get you through. If you're ready,

roll up your sleeves and let 'em have it!

DOOR MAN: IVAN
Ivan's a little dif-

ferent than any-

one you've met so

far because he's

got his own spe-

cial moves. Be

ready for any-

thing.



IRST FLOOR
There really isn't anyone here that you have to fight. You could skip this floor but if you're
lacking a good weapon it's a good place to pick one up.

THIRP FLOOR
If you make it to the end of this

floor you'll find the Twins. They are

very tough for just one guy to

handle. Keep your back to the wall

so they can't get behind you.

TRY TO GET THE FIRST ATTACK!
Slick's men have a habit of talking

to you before they try to take you
down. Don't be polite. When they

start to talk, let 'em have it.

Try to beat one Twin so there will only

be one left.

Whatever you do, don’t let

him get the stick back!
SECOND FLOOR
This gang is one of the tough-

est. They are all fast and their

boss, Tex, is as tough as any
boss in the game. You'll have

to use every trick you know to

get by these guys.



The big news this issue is the sudden surge to the top of the

heap by four totally tough teenage turtles: the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles that is! This reptilian revolt was led by
the Dealers’ votes and boosted by the Players. Remember,
your vote really counts!

Use this key to find out how
your favorites are doing.

These titles are new
to the Top 30. Keep

a close eye on them.

Games that are really on

the move. These games

have jumped up several

places on the poll.

Favorites that have

maintained their pop-

ularity among the

Top 30.

TEENAGE MUTANT
NINJA TURTLES

10,453
POINTS

Leo, Raph, Mike and Don have come a

long way from the sewers to the dizzy-

ing heights of first place.

6,886
POINTS

ZELDA II—THE
ADVENTURE OFLINK
More than a year in the top 10, we
think that Link has finally earned the

right to be called a "classic."

SUPER MARIO BR0S.2
A lot of players are still losing sleep

over the World of Dreams. The trick is

to eat your veggies!
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NINJA GAIDEN
If you've battled through the Malice

Four you know what dedication is all

about. Apparently, you’re not alone.

POINTS TECMO BOWL
2.141 NOBUNAGA’S
points AMBITION

p^ts SUPER MARIO BROS.3

4,339
POINTS

3,508
POINTS

3,483
POINTS

3,124
POINTS

2,698
POINTS

DRAGON WARRIOR
The Kingdom of Alefgard may be threat-

ened by the Dragonlord, but there's an

army of avid adventurers out to get him.

MEGA MAN n
One of the hottest games of the past

year, Mega Man IE is still hanging in

there at number six.

THE
LEGEND OF
Talk about legends; the staying power
of Zelda is a legend in itself. It's never
left the top 1 0.

BIONIC COMMANDO
Since its release over a year ago, Bion-

ic Commando has stormed into the

hearts of NES players.

FAXANADU
Anyway you spell it, Faxanadu has a

lot of vowels. It also has a lot of adven-
ture packed into it.

BLASTER MASTER
Who says frogs and plutonium don't

mix? Jason, that's who. His quest to

save Fred is still a favorite.

(H^s MARBLE MADNESS

fUSsTRIDER

POINTS BAD DUDES

POINTS ROBOCOP

points MEGA MAN
P *nts BATMAN

POINTS METROID
1,508 CASTLEVANIA II-
POINTS SIMON’S QUEST

i so? WHO FRAMED
points ROGER RABBIT

POINTS GHOSTBUSTERS

'oSs DOUBLE dragon

1455 MIKE TYSON’S
points PUNCH-OUT!!

POINTS BLADES OF STEEL

pSs contra

points NFL FOOTBALL

fvlM METAL GEAR
1.213 THE

points GUARDIAN legend
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Slick's got y u gill, but you've got a mapl You'll need to keep your sleeves rolled up as you
attempt to « rk your way through some of the meanest, nastiest gangs in the city. Generic
Dudes, Frat lys, and Internationals will stop at nothing to stop you. And they will, unless you
can find the bosses. Each one has a clue as to which boss you'll need to find next. But they
ain't talking » nobody unless you prove you're tougher than they are. So, get ready for some
of the best t o-fisted action yet!

JL
j m 1

E.7 l~*~ lT“" L““" T

l&M L 1 1 1 II
k i I

1* Til a

iriisii

Defense, A=Agility, |T=Throwing, W=Weapon, S=Strength, WI=Will, ST=Stamina)

SHOP Q
Fresh Juice
Lemon Tea
Herbal Tea
Carrot Cake
Pound Cake
|T SHOP R' 1

' *-

Sugar
Toll House

[
Maple Pecan
Oatmeal
Brownie

PRICES EFFECT
1.85 WI/ST
2.35 Wl
2.35 S/ST
4.15 W/ST
4.15 P/K/ST

.ilCES
1700

1.00
1.00 S/ST
1.00 P/ST
1.00 W/ST

Hands
PRICES EFFECT
26.95 Technique
26.95 [Technjque
57.50 Technique

PRICES EFFECT
26.95 Technique
26.95 Technique
78.25 Technique

SHOP U
I Chickwich
Dark Meat

|

White Meat
Combination
Milk

~~

Iced Tea
_ Soda
1 Lemonade
Gravy
Biscuits

Corn Cobber
Cole Slaw
Smile

PRICES
2.10
2.65
3.25
4.00
.85
.95

1.10
1.85
1.50

1.50
2.25
2.85
Free

Vita-mints
Date Saver
Love Potion
Antedote 12

Jolt

HOP W
Sauna

PRICES
2.10
7.95
9.95

10.00
15.25

PRICES
3.50

T/ST
A/ST
WI/ST
ST
Wl
W/ST
D/ST
ST
S/ST
A/ST
A/ST

EFFECT
WI/ST
WI/ST
ST
S/WI/ST
S/ST
EFFECT

WI/ST



Players' Picks

GAME PTSGAME PTS

1 SUPER MARIO BROS. 2 3402
2 ZELDAI-THE ADVENTURE OF LINK 3005
3 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES 2856

4 MEGA MAN I 2293
5 NINJA GAIDEN 2192

6 ROBOCOP 1 836
7 BATMAN 1 825
8 SUPER MARIO BROS. 3 1574

9 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA 1 248
10 BAD DUDES 1132

11 CASTLEVANIA I 961

1 2 GHOSTBUSTERS 933
1 3 DOUBLE DRAGON I 923
14 BLASTER MASTER 819

15 BIONIC COMMANDO 795

16 STRIDER 783

1 7 SUPER MARIO BROS. 762

1 8 BASES LOADED 730
19 DISNEY'S DUCK TALES 725
20 METROID 696

21 MIKE TYSON S PUNCH-OUT!! 670
22 CONTRA 665
23 TECMO BOWL 615
24 DRAGON WARRIOR 585

25 THE ADVENTURES OF BAYOU BILLY 545

26 MEGA MAN 524

27 METAL GEAR 512

28 SUPER OFF ROAD 503

29 FAXANADU 453

30 BLADES OF STEEL 438

AMERICA'S FAVORITE
VILLIAIN IS A WART!

SMB2, or the War of the Wart,

continues to captivate NES players

across the country. How long can it

last?

Pros’ Picks

GAME PTSGAME PTS

1 DRAGON WARRIOR 2814

2 BIONIC COMMANDO 2688
3 ZELDAI-THE ADVENTURE OF LINK 2474
4 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA 2260
5 NOBUNAGAS AMBITION 2141

6 MEGA MAN I 2046
7 BLASTER MASTER 1 879
8 NINJA GAIDEN 1 737
9 FAXANADU 1 71

3

10 MEGA MAN H08

1 1 THE GUARDIAN LEGEND 1 21

3

12 STRIDER 1094

13 METROID 1023

1 4 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES 975
15 ULTIMA 952
16 LEGACY OF THE WIZARD 904
1 7 SUPER MARIO BROS. 2 856
1 8 MIKE TYSON'S PUNCH-OUTI! 785
19 METAL GEAR 737
20 SOLOMON'S KEY 714

21 BASEBALL STARS 690
22 SHADOWGATE 619
23 CASTLEVANIAI 547
24 CASTLE QUEST 523
25 TECMO BOWL 476
26 SUPER MARIO BROS. 3 452
27 WIZARDS AND WARRIORS 381

28 CASTLEVANIA 357
29 WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT 333

30 THE ADVENTURES OF LOLO 309

ALEFGARD SAVED BY
PRO DRAGON
WARRIORS!
Slaying dragons and rescuing

princesses may be a tough way to

make a living, but somebody has
to do it.

Dealers' Picks

GAME PTSGAME PTS

1 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES 6622

2 MARBLE MADNESS 1922

3 SUPER MARIO BROS. 2 1 734

4 DOUBLE DRAGON 1458

5 ZELDAI-THE ADVENTURE OF LINK 1 407

6 NINJA GAIDEN 1 333

7 NFL FOOTBALL 1 254

8 TECMO BOWL 1 254

9 DRAGON WARRIOR 1 254

10 TETRIS 1192

11 WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT 1174

12 PAPERBOY 1087

1 3 FAXANADU 958

14 JORDAN VS. BIRD: One on One 957
15 BLADES OF STEEL 944

16 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 867

1 7 JOHN ELWAY'S QUARTERBACK 845

18 THE ADVENTURES OF BAYOU BILLY 817

19 WRESTLEMANIA 737

20 RAMPAGE 7T5

21 BAD DUDES 707

22 R.C. PRO-AM 694

23 PINBALL 693

24 CONTRA 673

25 MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 657
26 DONKEY KONG CLASSICS 647

27 EXCITEBIKE 638

28 JEOPARDY! 612

29 TECMO BASEBALL 598

30 GHOSTBUSTERS 550

RAD REPTILES RATE
RETAIL RAVE REVIEWS!

The Dealers' dearly love those

pizza nibbling ninjas, and so does
just about everyone else in Amer-
ica.
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TAKE A TOUR OF TWO
GOLF COURSES

Thirty six holes of sprawling fair-

ways and well kept greens await

you! This is Golf for Game Boy.

Practice on the "Japan" course

and then go pro on the tougher

"USA" course.

TEE OFF!

Check the wind, choose a path,

pick your club and set the angle

for your first shot. Swing long

and try to get a good piece of the

ball. After each shot, you'll know
how far the ball went and how
long you have left to go to reach

the green.

Each club hits the ball differently.

Some sticks are good for dis-

tance and some will dig you out

of a tough lie. A cross section

view on the screen lets you know
just how deep the ball is buried.



Boxxle
from FCI

This one's a real puzzler. In a

warehouse with little room to

move, it's your job to put bulky

boxes into their proper places.

The only way to move them is by

pushing. It's a real challenge to

keep from getting cornered.

Magasaeqc Move each

Nooi-ei

A SIMPLE IDEA MAKES FOR A DEEP
AND CHALLENGING GAME

At the beginning, the ware-

houses are small with few boxes,

but they quickly get larger and

more crowded.

•eg m

There are 110
different puzzles!

Solve the puzzle in as few steps

as possible. Your reward will be
higher if you cover less ground.

Think about it first, then move.

Plan ahead. Extra

moves decrease

your reward.

Push lightly and

don’t get cornered.

Good job! It’s all ii

order now.

Kwirk
from Acclaim

A COOL TOMATO WORKS THROUGH THE
UNDERGROUND TO SAVE HIS FRIEND

Kwirk, a hip tomato with shades
and a sense for adventure, must
work out the many mysteries of

an underground maze to find

Tammy, his troubled tomato

friend. Through several rooms of

varying complexity, he negotiates

blocks, turnstiles and gaping

holes to reach his goal.

From floor to floor,

Kwirk climbs up to

the top of the

maze.

Choose the complexity of the

puzzles and the number of

rooms that you must solve to

reach your goal. The most chal-

lenging puzzles have a lot of

obstacles in a very small space.

Where you'll end up depends on

the shape of the turnstile and

how you approach it.

Don't move blocks too far. If you

push one against the wall, you
may not be able to move it back.

Large gaps in the floor can be

filled if you manipulate the blocks

just right.



SolarStriker
Travel to a strange world and
take on an army of invaders in

this first space adventure for

Game Boy. You'll pilot the

amazing SolarStriker through

six alien-infested stages to the

heart of the planet.

Collect "P”

symbols for

extra

firepower.

GAME BOY

from Nintendo

AGE

Fly around

the enemy
when it

dives.

o
,0‘

Stay in the

middle and
avoid the

shower of

shots.

lit

9 *
is mi
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Buzz down
onto the

surface.

More challenges await in stages

4, 5, and 6.

STAGE 2

T

TOP SCORE
0087700
SCORE

Fly into the

atmosphere

of the planet.

Coming ^ r

Asmik World
The new name for the Asmik
dinosaur is "Boomer," (Not

"Bronty" as reported last

issue) and he's ready to

bounce into a Game Boy ad-

f9»
SIT"
Ililsr
HiHi

OBOO I^OC Nemesis
Word has it that this "Gradius"

style game from Konami may be

out for Game Boy later this year.

venture against the clock and a

bunch of roaming creatures.

Bugs Bunny
Roger who? The rabbit that

knows where it's at is Bugs
Bunny and he's making his

way to Game Boy. Kemco/
Seika is working on this adaption of their NES hit.

Selection
Kemco/Seika is working on this

RPG for Game Boy. What we've

seen of this one looks promising.

More details later.

More To Come
Rumors are many on the Game
Boy development front. Before

the year is over, we may see

upwards of 40 titles. The possi-

bilities include a "Hit and Sink"

warship game, which should be

fun for Video Link-ups, a Game
Boy adventure for Acclaim's

character Kuros of "Wizards and
Warriors" fame, and a Spider-

man game from LJN. We'll keep

you posted.
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SAVE THE MAGICAL MUSHROOM

SUPER MARIO BROS. 1

The Koopas,

made their debut
in the original

SMB. Our
heroes only had

a few power-up
items to use
against them.

This game intro-

duced the Mush-
room Kingdom,
which was really

only the en-

trance to the

seven Mushroom
Worlds.

56
1

MfrTEflJltfhPpWER

In Super Mario Bros. 3, Mario
can power-up in new ways,
gaining great new powers and
abilities.

adven-

tures of Nintendo's

most popular characters have

become video

game classics. For

interesting characters and
settings, the Super Mario
Bros, series is tops!

SUPER MARIO BROS. 2

S
were joined by

the Princess and

Toad in the

battle against

Wart in the Land

of Dreams.*,

The zany variety

and challenge of

were second to

none. Mario and
his friends

conquered them
all in the end.

A new chapter in the swashbuckling
NES adventures of Mario and Luigi
begins soon! The Mushroom Worlds
are threatened by Bowser the Koopa
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THE MUSHROOM WORLDS
The Mushroom Kingdom
which Mario encountered

in the original Super Mario
Bros, was actually only the

entrance to the seven

Mushroom Worlds. Each of

the Worlds—Grassland, De-

sert, Ocean, Giants, Sky, Ice and
Pipes—has many sections, adding
to the depth and challenge of

Mario's adventure. As the names
of the Worlds suggest, they all

have different terrain, but each has

some common features.

You can view the different areas of each
World on the Map Screen. Some Worlds

take up two or more screens!

Once you enter a section of a

Mushroom World, the scene switches to

an action view. Horizontal or vertical

scrolling is possible.

MINI-FORTRESS CASTLE

By matching up the three strips to form

a complete picture, you can win a prize.

TOAD’S HOUSE
Situated in the middle of each World is

a Fortress controlled by a Boom-Boom
Koopa which blocks further progress.

In each Castle a King sits transformed by

Bowser’s magic into an animal. Mario's

goal in each World is to retrieve the King’s

Wand and restore him to human form.

In here, Mario’s friend Toad will give him

a power-up item. Access it while on the

Map Screen by pressing the B Button.

TREASURE SHIP
Special bonus items are offered by the

Mushroom Retainers living in these
distinctive houses.

Although at first each area

seems difficult, with practice

you will conquer them all.

Another of SMB 3’s strong

points is the great play con-

trol which makes possible

some amazing moves.

The Treasure Ship will sometimes
appear in the place of the Hammer
Brother on the Map Screen. Once on

board, you can collect many coin's.

NINTENDO POWER
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NEW WAYS TO MOVE AND ATTACK
c

mii
i wm

Ilk
*

i
Running fast while holding

the B Button down is an

important tactic.

Many Worlds have watery sec-

tions to swim through. The Frog

suit makes these much easier.

Spectacular leaps are

possible with a running start.

Lr-^ap
You’ll need to find the well

hidden Whistles to

accomplish this maneuver.

Kneel down to avoid attacks.

Yes, it’s true; Mario can fly as
Racoon or Tanooki Mario. Hy-
ing will bring many secret coins

and items within Mario’s reach.
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POWER-UP WITH THE BIG 4!
LASER® RING® MISSILES® SPEED®
A stream of super- Like a sonic weapon ca- Missiles round out the Speed gives this space

charged light will give pable of passing through arsenal of the Burai warrior cat-like reflexes

you a cutting edge. solid objects leaving no Fighter. They come in un- to jet out of some of the

place to hide! limited quantity. worst situations.
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AND FORWHEN YOU GET
IN TROUBLE... IMMU
After defeating enemies or their gun tur-

rets, these little fireballs contain a power
that will bail you out of a really bad situa-

tion. One touch of the A Button and
wham! The resulting explosion sends
your enemies back to where they came
from.

The more you fill-up your gauge, the more
times you will be able to use this power.

Stage 1 is a twisting maze of deadly walls and blazing gun
turrets. Enemies may attempt to run you down or shoot at

you. Movement through here can be treacherous.
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[SJJJJjYjVlWJ'JM!
It can be fun to imagine visiting a fantasy world of wizards, warriors y
and dragons. But what would it be like to be trapped in such a world, m
with the only path back to reality blocked by an army of hostile mon- ®
sters? This is the test faced by the title character of Astyanax, a

future game for the NES from Jaleco. Although Astyanax has weap-
ons and spells to help him, it is a long and dangerous journey he
faces. Astyanax features big, colorful characters and great cinema
scenes that tell the story well.

In a flash of magical light, Astya-
nax has been teleported to Remlia,

where Blackhorn the wizard is

attempting to conquer the world.

In order to return home, Astyanax

must rescue Princess Rosebud of

Remlia.

i
¥
h *

BUILD UP POWER BY COLLECTING ITEMS
j

Items which raise Astyanax's power levels can

be found in the Gold Statues he encounters

along his way. Two hits with the axe will break

them open so he can retrieve these items.

Collect these and
Astyanax’s striking

power

Red and Blue

potions restore lost

life.e
This will give

Astyanax an extra

life.

Astyanax can use

three weapons. Col-

lect this

item to

switch

between

them.

This enables She can change

Astyanax to swing weapons or in-

@
his weap- ^ mp,, crease

on at a spell

quicker rii4 power.
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ASTYANAX HAS POWERFUL SPELLS!

This freezes enemies

for a short period of

time. It uses little spell

energy and can be

quite useful.

A magical fireball which
inflicts damage on all

enemies in range. Very
few enemies can
survive this blast.

Causes extreme damage
to all enemies on the

screen. It will destroy all

but the bosses, but it

uses a lot of energy.

CAESAR RIDES

A CREATURE
Caesar's mount can detach its

head as a weapon. Keep hitting the

head .until it's defeated, then

attack Caesar. Use Bolt or Blast for

a quicker victory.

Caesar is done for and
Blackhorn and Thorndog
are not amused!
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RID THE SOUR SYSTEM OF

HUGE MECHANICAL LIZARDS
Gigantic beasts have invaded the Spondy-

lus Solar System. Using their awesome
might and computerized minds, they have

driven all living creatures below the surface

and spread a virus to the Life Support Sys-

tems. Only one man, the deranged Dr.

Branius, could possibly be behind this evil

plot. It is up to Professor Proteus, a former

colleague of Dr. Branius and the creator of

the Spondylus planets, to stop this mind-

less destruc-

tion before

everything is

gone. His new
Cyborasaurus

is just the

machine for

the job.

In his Cyborasaurus, the Professor defeats the other

Robosaurs and collects their weapons for a powerful

assault. Each weapon has a unique form of attack.

Some Weapons are more useful than others in particu-

lar situations.

US
i Hit enemies repeat- KPHBm* The Bomb has a

edly t0 penetrate high arc. Stand

their shields AAAAA-ri- bac |< ancj fj re .

inniF Rt BALLS
Ok M A few of these exploding balls will blow

any Robosaur to pieces.

HR
Professor Proteus finds some items on his way
to the planetary core that keep him from losing

energy.

O This capsule replenishes the Professor’s

strength.

Increase the force of the Professor’s

weapon with this capsule.

LAUNCH FIST
This super powerful missile comes
back like a boomerang after the

Cyborasaurus releases it.

The Barrier capsule adds a shield so that

Proteus’ energy will not be depleted.
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I TAKE ON THE TERRORS OF THE I

1 PLANET’S SURFACE IN THE GIANT CYBORASAURUS
The Cyborasaurus, the most powerful of I

all Robosaurs, stomps across the terrain

of the Spondylus Planets and pulverizes

anything in its way.

2
ENTER THE PLANET’S CORE
At the Computer Portal, the Cyborasaurus must

defeat the guard of the Life Support System and col-

lect the key.

3
MOVE ONTO THE MAIN COMPUTER

Alone, Professor Proteus fights his way to the

Computer and deactivates the virus.

topowerful creature and
enter the. Portal.

When the virus is gone, return

your Cyborasaurus, victorious.
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HARK! HARK! THE GREAT DRAWN
WARRIOR, NESTER. HAS COME TO

TANTEGrEL CASTLE

!

HE HAS COME FOR THE STONE OF

SUNLIGHT. WHICH HE NEEDS TO

COMPLETE HIS QUEST.

STAND ASIDE. FOLKSVS SAID THAT IT LIES BENEATH THIS

VERY CASTLE.

HAVE YOU TRIED GOING OUT THE

BACK DOOR AND WALKING AROUND
THE EDGE OF THE CASTLE?
THERE'S AN ENTRANCE THERE.

THIS I1AY BE TOUGHER THAN

I THOUGHT

YEAH. SURE.

I SUPPOSE ALL I HAVE

TO DO IS KNOCK.

AS A matter!

OF FACT...
|

/ WAS BORN YESTERDAY?

rrrrrrn-,

1

' i at

,

Id
P Orsj
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I'VE GOT TO THINK OFA
WAY DOWN THERE.

BACH DOOR.

HA! EAT DRILL, CASTLE!

G&sm?
sew?

I GUESS SOME PEOPLE JUST NEED
TO MAKE A GRAND ENTRANCE.
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iaiui FRAMED ROGER RABBIT
WHERE ARE
THE MAGICAL BUILDINGS?

B
enny the Cab will take you
just about anywhere in

Toontown, but sometimes
it's a good idea to get out and
explore the unpaved areas on foot.

Park Benny at the building that lies

just north of the Warehouse and
walk east until you hit water. Fol-

low the shore to the south then
head east. You should come
across two buildings soon. Walkto
these magical structures and use
all of the items that you have. As
you use each item, a new maxi-
mum supply of that tool will drop

down from the Item Select section

of the screen onto the floor. Your

pockets will be full of goods in no

time.

in

WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT
HOW DO I GET PAST THE WAREHOUSE
GUARD? WHERE IS THE WILL?

T
he Baseball Bat armed
Weasel that waits outside

of the Warehouse is not

only strong, he's fast too. Unless
you find a way to distract him, he'll

beat your character senseless.

He's harmless, though, if you
know how to deal with him. Toss a

Baseball over to him and he will let

You won't want to get very close to this

guy.

you reach the door.

You'll only be able to enter the

Warehouse if you have all four

pieces of Maroon's Will. One
piece of the Will is in Los Angeles,

one piece is in a cave in the Out-

skirts of the city and two pieces are

in Toontown.

While you're searching in the

Outskirts make sure that you bring

plenty of Flashlights to light the

way. Rattles to ward off poisonous
Snakes, and Spring Shoes to leap

over dark holes.

Once you've made it to Doom,
be patient, it will take some time to

defeat him.

If you’ve collected the Will, you'll get

into the Warehouse.
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LEGACY OF THEm HOW DO I DEFEAT THE ENEMY THAT

APPEARS AFTER I FIND THE FOURTH CROWN?

A s you collect each Crown,

the enemies that you meet
get progressively more

difficult to defeat. Roas' Father,

Xemn, is the strongest member of

the family, so it's a good idea to

save him to use to collect the

fourth Crown.

After you collect the Crown and

are transported to the area where

the enemy appears, select the

Shield and jump to the highest

point just left of the clearing.

Select the Knuckle next and aim

for the enemy but make sure that

you blast each of the enemy's

shots. These shots are very strong

as two hits will finish Xemn off.

Jump to the upper left area so that the

enemy won’t be able to get close to

Xemn. Fire the shots and hit the

creature when you can. Keep on your

toes! There’s not much room for error.

MONSTER PARTY
HOW DO I PASS THE DANCING
JAPANESE ZOMBIES IN LEVEL FIVE?

G
enerally, when you come
across strange creatures in

this, or any other game, you

have to take some offensive or

evasive action to pass them. This is

not the case with the ghoulish

hoofers that inhabit Level Five.

When you meet them, they'll ask

you to watch them dance. If you try

to defeat them with your weapon,

nothing happens, but if you just

stay in one place and let them

waltz around the room for a while,

eventually they'll self destruct.

Once they're gone, the door will

They just want to dance!

open and you'll be on your way.

they’ll be gone.

2EZ32EDE2ZS
Name: Derek Whipple
Became Game Counselor: December,

1988

Hobbies: Camping, Computers, Play-By-

Mail Games
Highest Game Score: Finished

Nobunaga’s Ambition

Favorite NES Game: Nobunaga’s
Ambition

Name: Jeff Hazard
Became Game Counselor: January,

1989

Hobbies: Skiing, Dirtbikes, Drawing,

Weight Lifting

Highest Game Score: Finished Dragon

Power

Favorite NES Game: Amagon

Hobbies: Computers, Music, Arcade

Games
Highest Game Score: 9,999,990 on

Rush ‘N’ Attack

Favorite NES Game: Ninja Gaiden

Name: Greg Olson
Became Game Counselor: October,

1988
Hobbies: Video Game, Fishing, Camping
Highest Game Score: 900,000 on

Wizards & Warriors

Favorite NES Game: Dragon Warrior
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WHERE IS THE RING OF DWARF?

I

t's important to make sure that

you talk to everyone in the towns
at least once and sometimes

twice. There are a few Gurus that

will give you special items only

after you have found other items

along the way. Such is the case in

Conflate. This Guru, who has a

guard outside of his chamber, has

the Ring of Dwarf and he will give

it to you once you've returned with

the Helmet, the Battle Suit and the

Wand.
The Helmet is directly left of

Conflate behind a door that you

can open by using a King Key. The
Battle Suit is between Conflate

and Daybreak and the Wand is just

left and up from the Battle Suit.

When you have collected these

items, return to the Guru and col-

lect the Ring. With the Ring, you'll

be able to leave the World Tree

and move on to the Evil Place.

Once you collect the Dragon-
slayer Sword in the Evil Place, your

character will don the Battle Suit

and Helmet.

Helmet, Battle Suit and Wand.

III!! ( I (II
I HOW DO I GET THROUGH SECTION 7-3?

T
he Jewel is surrounded by

Medusas and Gols and you

must block their shots. The
Medusas have a much stronger

fire than the Gols so you can use

the Gols as barriers between Lolo

and the Medusas. (1) Take the

Heart Framer on the right, encase

the Gol on the right in an Egg and
use it to block the rightmost

Medusa. The shots from the Gol

will not be able to reach the center

of the screen. (2) Encase the Gol

on the left in an Egg and move it to

block the leftmost Medusa. (3)

Collect the Heart Framer on the

left and, working quickly, encase

the Gols on either side of the Framer and the Jewel!

Jewel. (5) Collect the last Heart
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ULTIMA
WHERE IS AMBROSIA? WHERE IS

THE SHRINE OF DEXTERITY?

T
he mysterious Shrines of

Strength, Intelligence, Wis-
dom and Dexterity are

located in the land of Ambrosia.

For every donation of 100 Gold

Pieces at these Shrines, the corre-

sponding attributes of your char-

acter will go up one level. To get to

Ambrosia, you must have at least

one character at the Fifth Level of

Experience or higher so that a

group of Pirates will come to the

shore and attack. After you defeat

the Pirates, you can use their Ship

to sail the seas. In the Sea of

Sosaria, you'll find a Whirlpool

that you will take you to Ambrosia.

When you reach Ambrosia, you
will no longer have a Ship.

By searching the southwestern

region, though, you will find an-

other one. Take it and sail to the

east, past the Whirlpool, and dock

next to an abandoned Ship. Just to

the north of where you dock, you'll

find the Shrine of Dexterity.

After you capture a Pirate Ship, sail into

a Whirlpool and let it take you to

Ambrosia.

You’ll find another Ship in the

southwestern section of

Ambrosia.

To the north you’ll find a clearing and Sail to the east, past the Whirlpool, and

the elusive Shrine of Dexterity. dock next to another Ship.

AIR FORTRESS HOW DO I GET THROUGH STAGE 6?

A mong the most difficult

stages to navigate in this

outerspace adventure is

Stage 6. When you enter the For-

tress, first go as far to the left as

you can and take an elevator

down. Then move to the right and
take a second elevator down.
Work your way to the left and
down, and take the first passage
that you see to the right. You'll

come to a third elevator. Descend
in the elevator one floor and, when
you get out, wind around to the left

Defeat the Nucleus and get moving!

and down. Then work as far to the

right as you can and take the next

elevator down. Head to the bottom
of the room and take another ele-

vator down. Then move to the left

and take an elevator up. When you

exit this elevator the passage will

lead upward and fork to the left

and right. Choose the passage on
the left and eventually you will

warp to the chamber where the

Nucleus controls the Fortress.

After you destroy the Nucleus,

time will be tight. Quickly go to the

exit and when you warp, immedi-

ately move up and warp again.

You'll be back to the beginning of

the Stage. Take the same route

that you took before through the

first three elevators. And, just

before you reach the fourth eleva-

tor, move up and warp to the area

with the escape vehicle. If you

move fast enough, you'll reach the

vehicle just before the Fortress self

destructs. Good luck!

Warp to this location and then move up

to warp again to the beginning.

Escape before time runs out! There

won’t be a second to lose.
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A
IFrom Accent #717 From AqENT #206

The starfield background shown after you have
selected a stage can take on an odd transformation

with a quick and easy maneuver. After you have
decided which stage you would like to go to, and the

border around that stage leader i? flashing, press

and hold the A and B

Buttons and then press

the Start Button. The
stars will change into

the bird-like creatures

which inhabit many of

the stages.

You won’t be seeing stars any

more.

3/Af \

JKkmt$
IFrom AqENT #000

Medusa's minions will be no match for the power-

ful Pit when he has the benefit of a special Pass-

word that our agents have developed. The hero of

this classic adventure will be invincible and will

start at the beginning of the Overworld Fortress

after you enter the Pass-

word, ICARUS FIGHTS
MEDUSA ANGELS.
The points will be phe-

nomenal too! You're

sure to receive the best

ending with this code! Enter this code for an invin -

Our agents have found a way to fly through an abbre-
viated mission in this challenger. You'll be able to fly

through just the space scenes and skip the Laby-

rinths by entering the initials of the game (TGL) as
your password. After you complete each space
scene, you'll receive special items.

s
VOU GOT ITEM 903©
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GO TO THE NEXT SPRCE

When you complete the space scenes, you’ll receive some
of the items that are found in the Corridor sections.

Usually, only one item can be purchased at each
shop in The Guardian Legend. If you have enough
Chips, though, you can purchase all three items in

the shops with a new technique. When you enter a

shop, press the Start Button repeatedly to pause and
restart the game or activate Slow Motion if you have
the NES Advantage. As the action is moving slowly,

step up to each item in ^-r
p

the shop and purchase

them one at a time.

You'll get all three

items!

Buy the 3 items in Slow

Motion.
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From Aqent #402
Uncanny Codts
There are a few new variations to the challenge in

this earth stomping thriller. Certain word codes will

allow Godzilla and Mothra to take on different

enemy arrangements.

The most awesome challenge awaits when our

horrific heros take on the whole bunch at once. This

can be done by entering the code, DESTROY ALL
MONSTERS (there is no letter "0" in the code sys-

tem so, use a zero instead). To meet only Monster
Zero in a head-to-head battle at the very beginning,

enter the code, MONSTER 0. You can also just sit

back and take a look at the opening and closing

scenes by entering the code, START TO END. Go to

it!

Top Secret! Enter these

Codes for an extra tough

challenge or to see the end

of the game from the very

beginning.

From Aqent #711

Agents from all over have tipped us off to a fast and

furious punching technique. Hold down theA Button

until your fighter flashes and release. A flaming

flurry will shoot from his fist and knock down any

enemies in the way! This move is especially good to

use while your character is fighting in a narrow area,

such as a truck or a train. This way the enemies will

line up for a quick burst of power.

Hold down the A Button. Let go to unleash a flurry!

From Aqent #725

You'll be on the top of the Kung Fu heap with a

quick code that our agents discovered in the Far

East. When the game is over, continue in the

same stage by holding A and pressing Start!

Hold A and Press Start. You’re off and running

again!
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CLASSIFIED MODm/OS
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IFrom AqcNT #10$

awm
From AqENTS #$16, #208, #128

Mario's fortune will be multiplied many times over

when you follow a simple maneuver involving coin col-

lection. In World 2-3, where Mario takes the Marine

Pop out for undersea adventure, he'll find his name
spelled out in coins. Collect as many of the coins as

you possibly can and break out the bricks of the next

wall section to uncover a 1 -Up Heart. Before Mario hits

the next wall, run into an enemy. Mario will start over

again just before the coin letters and the total number
of lives will not be affected because you collected the

1 -Up Heart. Repeat this procedure and continue to col-

lect as many coins as you can. For every 1 00 coins that

you collect, you'll receive a 1 -Up!

Mario’s name holds a load of

coins. Collect as many as

you can, get the 1 -Up Heart,

run into the next enemy and
repeat!

MORLD TIME

Make a super soldier even more powerful. A team of

Special Agents have discovered a code that will enable

Rambo to pursue his hostage saving mission without

a scratch. Just enter the following Password:

H800 lbW2 kG4Q KwKc
66Wh QbW2 OFID G19D

The "0" characters in the code are all zeros. When you

enter the code, you'll start at the very beginning of the

game with Rambo possessing what would seem like

normal abilities. When enemies hit him, his energy will

go down. When his energy reaches zero, though, he

will continue to fight and his energy level will be unaf-

fected by enemy hits.

He’ll be low on energy but undefeated.

At the end of the game, Rambo will have a final con-

frontation with the sly Murdock. Our agents have

found that Rambo can change Murdock into a frog.

We won't tell you exactly how he can do this but

since Rambo has limited means of communication,

vou should be able to figure it out.

Wanted: Special Agents
A popular activity among Nintendo game experts is developing tips and strate-

gies. If you'd like to share your own special tips with us, send them in! Choose
your own Agent Number (3 digits) and be sure to include it with your tips.

Our address is:

Nintendo Power
Classified Information

P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA 98073-9733
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From AqENT #807

There are a few locations in the Elven World that may
be valuable to come back to so that you can defeat

enemies repeatedly and earn extra items. Just after

you leave the town of Forepaw, you will reach an area

with three flying creatures. If you have the Long

Sword, you should have no problem in doing away
with them. After you beat them, move over one
screen to the left, return and beat them again. If you
repeat this procedure three or four times, you will get

an Ointment which will make you invincible for a

short time. The Ointment will be useful when you

work your way up from this point, as there are some
enemies in that area that could attack before you

have a chance to defend yourself.

RoboCop can be the unstoppable scourge of the

low-life riff raff with a code that our surveillance

experts have uncovered out in the field. A screen

option that allows you to start over or continue in the

stage where you left off appears only a few times per

game. When you are no longer given that option

automatically, you can make it return with one quick

move. When the "Game Over" message appears,

press and hold the A and B Buttons and the Select

Button. Then press the Start Button. The game will

once again give you the chance to start over or con-

tinue. Press Select so that the cursor moves to

"Continue" and press Start. Good luck. Remember,
RoboCop is never discouraged.

In the same general area, under the fountain in the

sky, you will come across a single, cloaked enemy
that uses a magic that is similar to the Deluge.

Defeat this creature, leave and return three to four

times and eventually you will be rewarded with a Red
Potion. It may be

a good idea to

repeat this proce-

dure a number of

times and build

up your supply of

Potions. Good luck!

repeatedly beating this enemy.

It's quick and easy. You'll be able to select any stage

from the very beginning. Just enter the Password,

DDFFI and change the stage number by pressing

the A and B Buttons.

Press the Start Button

when you've reached

the desired stage. _ . . _ 4Press A and B to change the

Stage number.
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From AqENT #107

Will Bdoncsd Tsarn
All of our Agents agree that this is one the most chal-

lenging baseball games available for the NES.
Because of this, they have discovered a method that

will help you start out with a strong team so that you
can take on the rest of the league. While choosing
your line-up, you are given many different options as
to what kind of team to build. Use a special rounda-

bout way of getting to the Balanced Team option.

The cursor will start in the upper-left corner. Move
the cursor by pressing Down, Right, Left, Down,
Down, Right and Up on the Control -Pad. It will land

on the Balanced Team Option. Press the A Button to

activate the Balanced Team and the message,
WHEN ISNT IT? will appear. Change the message to

WHEN IT IS. (include the period) and the members
of the team that you end up with will be superior

athletes compared to any other available team.

From AqENT #925

The mission has been laid out for Special Agent Bart.

Armed with only his keen fighting skills and what-

ever he may find on the way, Bart must infiltrate

GOON headquarters and eliminate the leaders

before they can establish a worldwide smuggling
ring. To give Bart support. Our Special Forces Unit

has uncovered an incredible code that will multiply

his chances 7 times over. This simple sequence will

let you begin your mission with 21 lives instead of

the usual 3. When the title screen appears, press A,

B, B, Up, Up, Down, Left and Start on the Controller.

As the action begins, your character will be backed

with 20 lives in reserve!

You’ve got a lot of power
now!

Go to the Balanced Team option using the method
described above.

vUi 1 1

From AqENT #115

The Chance Stages in this fast flying action game
have always been a good place to pick points and
now our Agents have found

a Special Bonus. To collect

30,000 extra points just hit

as many ships in the
Hit 4 Ships jn the stage

Chance Stage as the stage 4 chance stage for a

number! big Bonus!

SPECIBL BONUS
30000 PTS
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Our experts have discovered the secret to the myste-

rious Bonus Stage that Uncle Scrooge occasionally

stumbles on while flying back to Duckburg with

Launchpad. If Uncle Scrooge's fortunes for the cur-

rent stage add up to a number with a 7 in the 10,000
digit (fifth digit from the right) then Launchpad will

take Uncle Scrooge to a special Diamond packed

area in the clouds before they reach Duckburg!

Launchpad's link to Duckburg may prove to be

lucrative. Not only can he point Uncle Scrooge in

the right direction to the Bonus Stage, but he can

also help Scrooge collect extra 1 -Ups. In the African

Mines there are two 1-Ups. Scrooge will find one
after he climbs down the first chain one level and

moves to the left through an illusion wall. From there,

Scrooge will find another 1 -Up if he goes to the left,

drops down a level and leaps over a wall to the left.

With these two extra characters collected, Scrooge

can find Launchpad and return to Duckburg.

When Scrooge goes back to the African Mines, the

1 -Ups will be there again and ready to give Scrooge

even more chances to add to his already large

fortune.

If the fifth digit from the right of your score is a 7, let

Launchpad take you to a Bonus Round!

Connect and Collects
Scrooge's quest for the world's five most valuable

treasures is packed with many money making
opportunities. Agents in the Amazon have found that

if Uncle Scrooge swats the foliage covered stumps
with his Golf Swing, he will uncover a load of Dia-

monds! There are similar possibilities in other

stages. The Coal Bins in the African Mines produce
Diamonds when swatted and the Coffins in Transyl-

vania may also make money for our penny pinching

protagonist. More often than not, though, ghosts will

spring from the Coffins if they are hit. Beware!

Try not to disturb the Ghost.
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New Games
NowAvailable

There’s something for all tastes in New Games this issue. Infiltrator

features two kinds of military missions; flight simulation and on-the-

ground action. The Chessmaster tests your Chess strategies and gives tips

for high level play. Short Order/Eggsplode! Is a double Game Pak of high

energy Power Pad pandemonium. Check ’em out.
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INFILTRATOR

Captain Johnny "Jimbo Baby" McGibbits

(a.k.a. "The Infiltrator") is on the trail of the

evil Mad Leader who is threatening to take

over the world with his army of misguided

followers. There are three enemy bases

that Johnny must fly to in his Whizbang
Enterprises Gizmo DHX-3 Attack Helicop-

ter. On the ground, he'll have special instructions on what to look for in the bases.

We're all with you Johnny!

i^R METERm JoILH

II

.in

1
& Sound Ifc

>hem.,y

Take Off In The Gizmo DHX-3!YOUR MISSION

Fire up the Turbine Thrust Dual Pro-

pulsion Engines and lift off when it

hits 2300 RPM's. With your super

sophisticated guidance and surveil-

lance systems you can track enemy
aircraft and knock them out with

your heat seeking Missiles.

The Airspeed

indicator displays

your present

velocity.

The Altimeter

registers how high

above the ground

you are.

The Tachometer

lets you know how
many RPM’s the

engine is rewing.

The Directional

Compass lets you

know your present

heading.

START AT ENEMY BASE

Land Near The First Base.

Foil the Mad Leader!

Your mission is

to find enemy
Nerve Gas. Five

items will help

you.

Knoc

§
SleepingGas i
Knock out enemies. W
fias Grenade*

Spread gas to more
foes.

I.D. Papers
i

Get by enemy

Use these items, along with the Mine
Detector and Explosives to get into

the base and neutralize the nerve gas.

INSIDE THE BUILDING

I5&MI IMSI When you enter the building, a mapping unit
! §U I \\Wmi at the bottom of the screen will indicate your

^S| present position. The map will expand as you
explore.
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C*£SS>"0*STeX The Chessmaster

yourself. Step back and look at your

The options are many in this excellent

NES version of Chess. Take on The
Chessmaster in any of 1 6 skill levels or

play against another person. The Chess-

master gives you ideas for possible

moves or it can let you figure it out for

past moves or charge ahead and attack!

ie Software Toolworks. Inc

Choose Your Challenge

Both players that are new to

Chess, and experts that know all of

the moves, can make use of this

adaptable Chess simulation.

Study advanced situations and
opening schemes or just play the

game. The choices are yours.

Move first or let your opponent
have the honors.

Before playing, set the board up in

any way you want.

Watch only the board as you play,

or see the action from the War
Room and pick up some hints.

Teaching Mode

For players that are unfamiliar with

how each piece moves, the Teach-

ing Mode shows all possible

moves for selected pieces.

The Pawn moves
forward and attacks

diagonally.

The Rook moves in

vertical and horizontal

lines.

The Knight moves in

an “L” shaped pattern.

The Bishop moves in

diagonal lines.

The most versatile

piece, the Queen, can

move in any direction.

The King can move
any direction, one

square at a time.

Become a Chessmaster Many of The Chessmaster's

options will allow you to fine tune

your playing skills.

In the War Room, get hints for

good moves and watch closely for

the best move to flash on the screen.

Corner the

King of the

opposing team and

claim victory.

Take a look at your past moves

and learn from your mistakes.

Practice And Win

After you learn from The Chess-

master, try out your new skills on a

.more difficult level.
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Short Order / Eggsplode!”

Let's pull out the Power Pad and have
some fun. There are two games here and
that's better than one. Short Order is a

fast food hop. Eggsplode! is so wild you
just can't stop. Exercise and test your
mind. A better time is hard to find.

Make a burger to order and have fun as you
play. These crazy creatures want to have it their

way.

Sewer Burger A Big Quack

This one is

easy. Make
it extra

cheesy.

Moss Burger

The tui

The duck
will eat

this tasty

treat.

The hen house is hopping with crafty crea-

tures. Non-stop jumping is what this game
features. Get some friends and play together.

Be careful not to rustle a feather.

Stop The Foxes!
The Foxes are smarter than you

might assume. The Bombs that they

carry pack a big boom. Defuse the

load before they explode.

Watch For Eggs
When Eggs show up, here's the

catch. Step aside and let them

Look out now,

here comes the

wild Fox.

Jump on the Bomb
with your socks.

This chicken is

steamed since her

egg broke.

The bomb went

off, and that’s no

joke.

Red Bombs
most common

Bombs are colored red.

Don’t let 100 points go
to your head.

Yellow Bombs!
Yellow Bombs aren’t

too bad, there’re 200
points waiting to be
had.

Blue Bombs (

The best Bombs to get

are colored blue as

300 points will come to

you.

0

0

0
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Equal but opposing forces meet

in a battle for the occupation of a

common land. This is Archon,

which, like Chess, is a strategy

game on a square "Checker"

board with pieces that have their

own unique moves. While a Chess

board is 8 squares by 8, though.

the board for this game is 9

squares by 9. The goal of Archon

is to take over the squares in the

center of each side and the center

of the board. When your fighters

meet those from the opposing

side in the same square, hand to

hand combat will ensue. Only the

best fighter will win and gain con-

trol of the square.

You can choose to control the

army of the Light Side or the Dark

Side, against the computer or

against another player. Protect

your leader as you make your way
across the board to claim victory.

Golems and Trolls,

two on each side,

are strong

creatures that

travel by land. O

The Djinni and

[
Shapeshifter fly

long distances. ©

mm
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VIDEO SHORTS W

ALL-PRO BASKETBALL
The game play on this new

round ball rally may not have

much on Double Dribble but All-

Pro Basketball does have some
unique features. A password

allows you to save your place in

the All-Pro League standings and

one or two players can play, on

the same team or head-to-head.

Two different color close-up se-

quences also give this game a dif-

ferent look from other basketball

games.

Toss it in and make
your way down court.

tmglKBB

su
Pass, dribble and

shoot.

Watching the play a

half court at a time may
take some getting used

to but it does allow you to

see the game up close.

Watch where you're

passing, move in, or hit

the hoop from outside.

ROAD BLASTERS from Nindscape
© 1989, 1986 Tengen, Licensed to Mindscapc Inc.

Another arcade hit comes to

the NES. This futuristic fight to the

finish line is full of obstacles. Fire

up your jet-powered racer and

scream to the goal. Watch your

fuel supply and steer toward Fuel

Globes for more power. On your

way through Bubble City, the

Forest Section, the Desert Region,

and beyond you'll encounter

enemy vehicles. Take them out

with accuracy and you'll gain spe-

cial bonuses for points and extra

fuel.

B 8 8 M till



GENGHIS KHAN

JUIUMI
from Koei

® & © 1989 Koei Corp

It is Spring in the year 1206. As
the infamous warrior, Genghis

Khan, you have taken it upon your-

self to achieve World Conquest.

You have the power to control

every aspect of your kingdom's

operation and growth. You can

raise taxes, distribute grain, send

out spies, and declare war on

neighboring countries.

This is intense role-playing.

While most games require quick

reflexes and good coordination,

here you need a keen sense of

strategy and an ability to maintain

order in the face of natural disas-

ters and invading armies.

Up to four players can take

turns, assuming the roles of dif-

ferent rulers. Go face to face with

control of the world at stake.

CYBERNOID from Acclaim
TM & © 1989 Gremlin Graphics, Inc.

Menacing Space Pirates have

taken over a series of dangerous

caves. In your automated fighting

machine, it is your mission to

eliminate the Pirates and keep

them from taking over the Uni-

verse. Even though you have

Bombs, Shields, Missiles and

other strong weapons in your

arsenal, your assignment is still

an incredible challenge.

There are three levels of diffi-

culty—Easy, Hard and Lethal and
even the Easy level will keep you
on your toes and your finger* on
the fire button. Special Weapons
are available only in limited

quantities. Use them sparingly as
some obstacles are impassable
without particular Weapons. Fire

up your cybernetic turbo engines
and take off!

Use the Shields when
enemies are abundant.

Your Cannon’s shots

can’t reach the blocks

below.

A blast from your

Bouncers will

take them out.
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DIG DUG E

In this new version of the
arcade classic. Dig Dug, the action
is now seen from an overhead
view. The same enemies are back,

though, and your only weapon is

again an Air Hose that you must
use to inflate and pop the enemies
before they reach you. You can
easily walk over the cracks in the
ground and, as your enemies float

slowly over the cracks, hose them

!

Single out the

enemies.

Keep moving. Those creepy crea-

tures are always headed your way!

TM

TM & © 1989 Romstar. Inc.

Good timing is important in this

first bowling game for the NES.
Position your player and stop the

Direction Meter at just the right

moment to get a good curve on
the ball. Then stop the Power Me-

ter when it shows the desired

strength for your throw. With
some luck, you'll set the ball roll-

ing on a collision course for the

pins and clear the alley. Up to four

persons can play!

TWIN COBRA from American Sammy
TM & © 1989 American Sammy Corp.

Pilot a fully equipped, dual-cannon helicopter

over land and sea in this new military mission.

Enemy Tanks, Planes and Battleships fill the air

with fiery debris. Steer around this chaotic clut-

ter, find items to power up your

Cannons and drop Bombs on con-

centrated areas. The key is steady

firing and a knack for avoiding

offensive power from ail directions.

Collect items for

extra firepower.m a oil



ACHIEVERS
Here they are, the hottest scores around! If you’d like to share your best scores
with the readers of Nintendo Power, send them in! You could be the next NES
Achiever!

1942 FAXANADU
Mark Leifheit

Nate Young
Yorkville, !!.
San Dimas, CA^

999,950
999,950

Harold E. Crocker
Glenn Crowed
Ezra Expositor

Joelton, TN
Kennewick, WA
Miami Beach, FL^

Finished
Finished

BAD DUDES
Darin Yamaga^
Adam Alberts

Costa Mesa, CA
Sylvania, OH

696,100
691,300

Rocky Johnson
Edward D. Kane^
Rodney & Steven Lesher
Norma McQuaid^
Chris Miglio^

Riverview, FL^
Topeka, KS
Kutztown, PA^
Oceanside, CA^
Harper Woods, Ml

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

Finished

THE ADVENTURES OF BAYOU BILLY
Vincent A. Peri in East Meadow, NY 517,500

BUBBLE BOBBLE
Gary Weber Jr.

Brandon Culley^
Florence, SC^
Arlington, WA

2,365,790
2,007,210

David Nelson
Scott N. Perin

Chris Snow

Eugene, OR
Pen Argyl, PA
Beaverton, OR

Finished

Finished

Finished

COBRA TRIANGLE THE GUARDIAN LEGEND

Chris Hammond Redding, CA^ 1,071,550
Robert Bellon

Arnie Sigua^
Mullica Hill, NJ
Hawthorne, CA^

9,999,990
9,999,990

CONTRA Richard & Jesse Warmanen San Diego, CA
Bedford, OH
Cairo, GA

9,999,990

Justin Daniel Stone Mountain, GA^ 6,553,500
6,553,500
6,553,500

6,553,500

Timothy Nabulsi 2,817,720

Julian Lamb^
Josh Winter

Apex, NC^
Ottawa, ON

GYRUSS
Jason Nichols 5,722,500

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN Richard Stephan Woodinville, WA^ 3,068,250

Ben Engel York, PA
llion, NY^

Finished

Finished
HUDSON’S ADVENTURE ISLAND
Karen Spignese^ Malden, MA^ 514,900

DRAGON WARRIOR
KARATE CHAMP

Springfield, OH
Baltimore, MD^
Everett, WA

Utica, Ml

York, PA^
Tulsa, OK
Annandale, VA^
Fort Bragg, CA
Palm Springs, FL^
San Antonio, TX^
Elsmere, KY^
Sykesville, MD^
Downey, CA

Elsie Anderson
Mark Beach
Jim Breckett &

Dave Kraszewski
George Brown
Tim Cowan
Bret Deitrick

Al Glover

Mike Prebie^
Raymond Rivera

George Walls

Victor Weidman
Brad Young

Finished

Finished

Joe Facciani^
Josh Meyers
Brian Schuck^

Johnstown, PA^
Independence, MO^
Clayton, IN

999,900
999,900
999,900

KID ICARUS
Finished

Finished

Finished
Finished

Finished

Finished
Finished

Finished

David Brown
Richard Cundari
Mike Daniels

Nicole Oppedisano^
Liam Page^
Gray Peterson
Michael Ratliff

Jeff Reyes

Atlanta, GA^ 9,999,999
Staten Island, NY 9,999,999
Muncie, IN 9,999,999
Albany, NY^ 9,999,999
Burlington, VT^ 9,999,999
Milwaukee, Wl 9,999,999
Columbus, GA^ 9,999,999
Virginia Beach, VA^ 9,999,999

DUCK HUNT Lance Stalorites West Frankfort, IL^ 9,999,999
Adam Gilberts Sylvania, OH^
Max Huss & Wesley Hice^ El Toro, CA^

999,900
999,900

KUNG FU HEROES
Aaron Wong Livermore, CA 999,900 Billy Wetherholt^ Mantua, OH 1,232,000
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LEGACY OF THE WIZARD
Gustavo & Javier Collazo South Gate, CA
Todd Cooper Wenatchee, WA Finished
Janet Myers Gulf Breeze, FLK
Ann Wargowsky^ Tower, MN Finished

THE ADVENTURES OF LOLO
Jennifer Feliciano

& Nadia Hogg^ Grand Blanc, Ml Finished
Felipe Gasper Mascoutah, IL^
Michael Kasica Jr. Wallington, NJ^ Finished
Connie Warley^ Boca Raton, FL Finished

MARBLE MADNESS
Wayne Montle^ Guysville, OH 983,000

MEGA MAN
James Coker Riverview, FL^ 9,999,990
Eric Dobbins Tallahassee, FL^ 9,999,700

MICKEY MOUSECAPADE
Ryan Gabriel Columbus, (» 1,534,500

MYSTERY QUEST
Jeffrey A. Samu Aurora, CO^ 99,999,900

NINJA GAIDEN
Mike Kirchoff^ Colorado Springs, CO 999,900
Eric Oldenslager^ Lake Oswego, OR 999,900
Eric Rappa Canandaigua, NY^ 999,990
Darrel Summerford^ Dover, TN 999,900

PINBALL
Richard Blacks North Oxford, MA 999,990
Morty Cohen Woodbury, NY^ 999,990

PREDATOR
Brian Fitzpatrick Plantation, FL^
Scott Littleton Mickleton, NJ^ Finished
Steve Schneider Indianapolis, IN Finished

R.C. PRO-AM
Jerry Flach Lutz, FL^ 999,928

RAMPAGE
Mitch Calhoun Lansing, NC 40,077,920

RENEGADE
Michael Flores Uvalde, TX 999,750
Todd Haynes Langley, BC^ 999,313
Andrzey Grzanka^ Hamtramck, Ml^ 998,700
Laurence Arrington Villanova, PA^ 990,663

ROBOWARRIOR
Helmut Habenschuss^ Bechtelsville, PA 4,086,700

SEICROSS
Jason Arts^
Mike Conley
Andrew Holmes
Mark Walersiak^
Ryan Waugh

SUPER MARIO
Roberto Beaupr6^
Randy Carlstrom
Francis Lightner^
David Loder
Kelly Maher
Mark McNeil
Stefan Montgomery!
Eric Nelson
Rodger Preble
Barbara Renteria

Scot Richard
Matthew Tait

Jim Vereide^

STAR FORCE
Chad Harrigan

STRIDER
Ruben Bayon^
Andy Cashir
Danny Copos^
Dennis Crawley
Melvin Davila

Jason Fourier
Johnnie Grants
David & Brian Herr^
John Kingree^
Paul Majnitz^
Brian Mattoscio^
Robert Wei
Marcus Zalewski

Wisconson Rapids, Wl 9,999,900
North Brunswick, NJ^ 9,997,900
East Bridgewater, MA 9,999,900
Forestville, CT> 9,999,900
Fairfield, IA^ 9,999,900

BROS.
Rimouski, PQ^
Nashua, NH
Encinitas, CA^
Niles, Ml
Victoria, BC
Hamilton, ON
Inman, SC^
Pebble Beach, CA^
South St. Paul, MN
Concord, CA^
Danville, PA^
Chatsworth, CA^
Champlin, MN

Duarte, CA
Coleman, Ml^
Santa Barbara, CA
Medway, MA^
Tampa, FL^
New York, NY
Gaithersburg, MD^
Sylvania, OH^
Edinburg, VA
Ogden, UTI>
Toughkenamon, PA^
Pasadena, CA^
San Carlos, CA^

9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950
9,999,950

Finished
Finished
Finished
Finished
Finished
Finished
Finished
Finished

Finished
Finished
Finished
Finished
Finished

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES
David Parsons Rochester, PA 9,999,800

TOP GUN
Peter Nemeth Hebron, IN 5,045,300

ZANAC
Scott Boyer Duncannon, PA 99,999,990
Chris Garnett Puyallup, WA^ 99,999,990
Ed Kim & Arek Nizamian Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 99,999,990

Here's how to capture

your achievement,

'place
Hie amem
on somlhinq

steady.

Make sure
FI you, dorit

Use aflash.. Hdiust

The amen
should be about

1m, height
ayordjumiheiV.

fail four photo to:

NINTENDO POWER
NES ACHIEVERS
P.O.Box 97035
Redmond

, WA
W5-9733
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PLAYER'SPOLLWINNERSWHOOPITUP!
ket. All the walking around left the

guys (and their guides) exhausted!

On Sunday it was off to the King

Dome for the Seattle Seahawks
vs. the Kansas City Chiefs, where
the Hawks fought to the finish in a

close and exciting game only to

lose in the final minute.

Monday was a big day that started

off with breakfast with Howard
Phillips. Howard amply demon-
strated why he is known as the

"Game Master" by dazzling the

winners with game trivia and
inside information. After breakfast

the winners got to play and evalu-

ate some hot future games— Sup-
er Mario Bros. 3, Super Spike
V'Ball, Batman and River City Ran-
som. Then it was back to Nintendo
headquarters for a session with

Nintendo
= AMERICA INC.

winner Bill Girard listens in.

The Winners: Tyler Maciolek

(Somersworth, NH), Vinnie Santoro

(West Hartford, CT), Kevin Tribelhom

k (Moorpark, CA), Bill Girard (South

L Milwaukee, Wl) and Billy Ferry

Ak (Little Rock, AR).

the Game Play Counselors, playing

games and listening in on
calls. It was a great

opportunity to get those

tough game play ques-
tions answered by the

pros in person.

When it finally came time

to say good-bye, the win-

ners were quite satisfied

with the experience, full

of good memories and
lots of stories to tell their

friends back at home.

The dream of many Nintendo play-

ers, a tour of Nintendo headquar-

ters, was recently realized by the

five winners of Nintendo Power's

July/August Player's Poll Contest.

The lucky winners came from all

over the U.S. and received the red

carpet treatment at Nintendo.

Right after arriving at Sea-Tac Air-

port, they were whisked to Nin-

tendo headquarters for a whirl-

wind tour. Many of the things they

saw amazed them, especially the

scale of the operations. "It was a

lot bigger than we expected," was
one comment.
After a night's rest, the group was
taken on a guided tour of Seattle,

catching such sights as the Pacific

Science Center, the Space Needle,

the Monorail and Pike Place Mar-

^

Meeting with Howard.
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SUPERDODGEBALL WORLD CUP FINALS!
Si

A big Nintendo related event re-

cently held in the Emerald City was
the Super Dodge Ball World Cup
Finals. This contest started back in

July in Lakewood, CA and conti-

nued for several months, with

hundreds of kids getting involved

in each of the seven regional semi-
finals. Jeff Ragusa, Paul Prende-
ville, Chris Rouse, Daniel Marcus,
Joe Bodrogi, Sean Snyder and
Nelson Tam were the regional

finalists. These guys are real pros

at Super Dodge Ball; each had to

beat out several hundred other

players to win. In the regional con-
tests, competitors had to play

Super Dodge Ball for 10 minutes
and defeat as many of the com-
puter teams as they could. The ele-

ven players who defeated the
most teams then played in "versus"

mode to determine the winner of

the region.

On October 28, the seven regional

dodge ball champs met in Seattle

for the World Cup finals which

were held at Southcenter Mall. The

excitement of the finals was con-

tagious; many mall-goers stopped

by to take a look. After a fierce head-

to-head tournament in versus mode
between the finalists. Nelson Tam
emerged victorious.

i Front row: Chris, Sean, Paul, and

k Jeff. Back Row Lary Castro; Joe,

Nelson, Daniel, and Ken Bronstad

SHORT TAKES
CAPTAIN NINTENDO WANTS YOU!

(TO GIVE HIM A CALL...)

Have you called the Captain Nin-

tendo tip recording lately? If not,

you may be interested to know
that he has a new adventure story

format.

The Captain is now available ex-

clusively on his own "900" line: 1 -

900-420-6100. A two minute call

to Captain Nintendo costs only

$1.50. In each message, which is

changed weekly, you'll hear the

latest tips on some of the hottest

games available and also get in-

formation on what games are going

to be on store shelves soon at NES
retailers. This is a great deal consi-

dering that the cost is the same no

matter where you call from, and for

some people may be even cheaper

than calling the Game Play Counse-
lors. If you haven't called the Cap-

tain recently, you just don't know

what you're missing!

Here's a schedule of

what games Cap-

tain Nintendo will

give tips on in com-
ing weeks:

Week of January 21st: Duck
Tales/Week of January 28th: Dra-

gon Warrior/Week of February

4th: Willow/Week of February

1 1th: IronSword
If you don't pay your phone bill but

want to call Captain Nintendo, set

up an I.O.U. system with the per-

son who pays the bill. You could

also pay them in advance.

CLEANING KIT

To put the value of the Cleaning Kit

in perspective, we spoke with the

technicians at Nintendo head-

quarters. They told us that most of

the units in for repair don't have

anything technically wrong with

them. These systems only need

cleaning and could have been

"fixed" quickly and safely by the

consumer at home using the

Cleaning Kit, saving the owners'

After the big competition, all the

finalists were treated to a tour of

Nintendo headquarters and got a

chance to meet Howard Phillips

and the president of Nintendo of

America Inc., Mr. Arakawa. The
big day was topped off by an
awards ceremony at Cafe Mario
where everyone received a custo-

mized Super Dodge Ball jacket, a

nifty award plaque and audio
equipment as prizes. Congratula-
tions!

Arriving at Nintendo

headquarters with Howard

Phillips.

time and money.

The NES Cleaning Kit is available

at World of Nintendo outlets or

directly from Nintendo for $9.95.
Keeping the NES clean is the best
way to insure it stays in workinq
order.

‘

IN YOURFUTURE-
LOCAL NES REPAIR SERVICE

Currently, if you have a problem
with your NES (even after using

the NES Cleaning Kit on it) the only

way to get it repaired is to send it

to Nintendo headquarters in Red-
mond, WA. Although there are

authorized repair centers in Los
Angeles and San Francisco, Nin-

tendo is planning on making
authorized local repair centers

available in most areas; we'll let

you know more as soon as details

are finalized.

For more information on any of the

news items in "Short Takes" call

Nintendo Consumer Service at 1 -

800-255-3700.
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The Nintendo
World Champi
onships (NWC) we
reported on last is-

sue have been gen-
erating quite a bit of
excitement, and many

The most impressive aspect of the

NWC will be the sheer scale of the

activities. Everything will be laid out in a

high-tech style and the event will sur-

round show-goers with exhibits and banks ol

video monitors. Among the main sections of

the NWC are The Power Walk, The NWC Exhi

bition-Game Tip Stage and The NWC Competi
tion Area. Each is a giant spectacle in itself.

The Power Walk consists of individual booths where
each licensee company that will showcase top rated

games for the NES. Interest in The Power Walk will be
strong because it will give those in attendance the
opportunity to see and play some future games.
Nintendo gaming experts will have a chance to show-
off their cutting edge skills at The NWC Exhibition-

Game Tip Stage. As a specially chosen section of a

top game is displayed on a giant screen, the pros will

highlight specific game play points through a huge
sound system. After the presentation, the pros will

answer specific questions on the games from the
audience.

Nintendo

, , , „/ in
l (JLS^' / v ^

fans have been
lamoring for more

information. Now
some of the de-

tails on the NWC are
more solid, we can
pass them on to you.

Perhaps the most anticipated part of

the NWC will be the Competition
Area. Over 100 Game Stations will

allow thousands of players to com-
pete in each city over the three days of the
event. To make the tournament fair for every-

one, there will be three age categories: under
10, 11-17 and over 1 8. The Competition Area

layout will let onlookers view the contests close-up
without hindering the players. In addition, a "throne
game station area" will be set up so top players can
ascend above the crowds to exhibit their video game
mastery on big screen projection systems.
These three parts are only a portion of what's in store

at the NWC. Certain details may change slightly be-
tween now and the actual event. If you would like

additional information on the NWC, a "900" line has
been set up to give up-to-date details. The number for

the information line is 1 -900-HOT-4NWC, and each
call costs 50 cents per minute.

The NWC will be held in over 30 major
U.S. citites including the following:

Date Location City

3/9-3/11 Fairpark Convention Center Dallas, TX

3/16-3/18 Public Hall Convention Center Cleveland, OH
3/23-3/25 D. Lawrence Convention Center Pittsburgh, PA

3/30-4/1 Silverdome Detroit, Ml

4/6—4/8 Convention Center Complex Philadelphia, PA

4/13-4/15 Convention Center Indianapolis, IN

4/20-4/22 World Trade Convention Center Boston, MA

Be the first to reserve your tickets now!
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Stephen Furst

Have faith if you too flounder at

some of the tougher Nintendo
games, because you're in good
company with TV and film star

Stephen Furst. Stephen's big

screen debut came as the feeble

freshman "Flounder" in the come-
dy classic Animal House and more
recently he can be found playing a
priest in the syndicated series

Have Faith. Off-screen he has said

many a prayer to improve his skills

at Nintendo games.
While Stephen excels at Super
Mario Bros., the former St. Else-

where doctor has no remedy to

help him beat his two sons' ac-

complishments at other Nintendo
games. In fact, he confesses he is

not "half as good" as Nathan, 1

1

and Griffith, 8, even though he
practices as much as four hours a

day!

Here's an inside tip about Stephen
that very few of his fans know (but

that Nintendo fans will love): He
got his start in show business from
the Two Guys in Italy. No, no, no,

not Mario and Luigi ... a pizza

shop in Hollywood of that name!
He was discovered for Animal
House while delivering pizzas
"that even Mario would be proud
of."

Since his days of peddling pizza

pies, Stephen has had many jobs
to be proud of. This "Nintendo
nut" starred with Michael Keaton
as an escaped mental patient in

The Dream Team. In 1 990, he and
Howie Mandel will also team up as
co-stars in "a situation comedy
with heart." The working title is

Howie and Rose, and the show is

set in a radio station.

When he is not exercising his act-

ing abilities, or his thumbs on the

NES, Stephen gets a rigorous

workout by coaching Little League
and soccer. Needless to say, Ste-
phen gets an even bigger kick out
of Simon and Link.

Stephen as Dr. Elliot Mintz in St. Elsewhere.

Celebrity Review

Double Dragon n
My kids and I really liked Double Dro-
gon H a lot. The thing I liked most
about the game is that two players

can play at the same time. The new
cyclone spin kick is another great fea-

ture. The graphics are a lot better than
in the first Double Dragon.

The only thing I didn't like about the

game was the fact that I wasn't as

good at it as my kids were, and it was
difficult to master at first. But once I

got into it. Double Dragon H was very

exciting.
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a i\itb sequel to

everyone's favorite combat action

game from Konami (hint: the one
with the "contra"versial title). In

Super C, Paul and Vince, super

action commandos, return to fight

a menacing invasion of blue

skinned alien humanoids. Super C
features great graphics and the

two player simultaneous play con-

trol that made its predecessor so

popular. Here's a sneak peek at

More mindless alien hordes!
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WRATH OF THE
BLACK MANTA mi Min

In Wrath of the Black

Manta, a new action/ad-

venture game from Taito,

children are disappearing in New
York City and the police are clue-

less. Black Manta, masked master

of the martial arts, has the only

lead; a note left behind by one of

the kidnapped kids.

This game features HUGE boss

characters in a Ninja Gaiden type

of game. However, this Ninja has

some new tricks in his bag that will

help him to succeed. (He doesn't

look as cool as Ryu, though.)

REMOTE CONTROL
MTV's Remote Control

combines television, mu-
sic and trivia in a wild mix

that's sure to please most
power playing TV nuts. The game
really captures the game show's
wacky style with its silly questions

and strqnge looking contestants.

(It also has some of the same
tasteless humor, so if you can't

take a joke, you might want to turn

the channel). Remote Control has
a large variety of questions to keep
even the most advanced couch
potato occupied for a long time.

(The host's jokes can be repetitive

though.)

MO??£
mtv

SCRuIbId'UdS- FRofi'-DOWI.

gg .
f

o

THEM " tT ‘ S ““E 1*"'

El CROWDED HOUSE
2. MEN AT WORK
3. MENTAL AS ANYTHING

Acclaim has plans to produce a

NES game based on the coming
science fiction thriller Total Re-

call. Starring Arnold Schwart-
zenegger and directed by Paul

Verhoven (who also directed

RoboCop), it should be a hit in

theatres this summer. Acclaim
is hoping to release the game
close to the same time that the

movie comes out. Also in the

future from Acclaim is a NES
translation of the arcade smash
NARC. They're attempting to

make this one follow the arcade
game as closely as possible.
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This unique

new game from
Nintendo really

defies description.

Rattle and Roll are

two snakes who slither through
their surrealistic checkerboard
world collecting items to grow lon-

ger while avoiding their strange
foes. Two player simultaneous ca-

pability adds another dimension to

the fun. This game is sure to ap-
peal to fans of games like Q'bert
and The Adventures of Lolo, that

feature unusual characters, bi-

SNAKE, RATTLE¥ ROLL

THE ADVENTURES OF LOLO 2
It looks like Lolo wasn't

able to hold on to Lala for

long after rescuing her in

the original Adventures of

Lolo. This time Lolo's foe has taken

Lala to his tower which has ten

levels of dastardly tests of logic for

Lolo to go through. Look for the return of old foes Don
Medusa, Snakey, Rocky and the rest in challenging all new
puzzles.

Grab all the Heart Framers

to open the Jewel Box.

Although it pays to think

about a puzzle, if you take

too long, Lolo will fall

asleep.

WALL STREET
KID

If you ever wanted to invest

in the stock market but

didn't have the money (or

guts) to do so, look for

Wall Street Kid from Sofel. You

start out with $500,000 with the

goal of buying a million dollar

mansion in one month and prov-

ing yourself worthy of inheriting

the family fortune of billions.

There are many sources of financial

information to help you decide what

to buy.

Select from a wide variety of

stocks.

r
Absolute's next entry into the

NES market is scheduled to be
a snowboarding game called

Heavy Shreddin'. It should keep

all you snowboarding power
players cool through the sum-
mer. Here's a totally frigid

screen shot.
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GOSSIP GALORE
We now present some of the hottest gossip our gremlins have collected

in the last couple months. Remember that the purpose of our gossip sec-

tion is to give you an advance look at some of the games that are rumored
to be in development. We don't have any release dates on these games
because some of them are only in the concept stage, but we'll let you
know more as soon as we can.

MADMAX
If ever a motion picture series lent itself to video game transla-

tion, the Mad Max/ Road Warrior/ Beyond Thunderdome series

is it. Mindscape is working on a NES game which follows the
story line of the film trilogy, and it should contain lots of shoot-
ing, exploring and of course, driving. In addition to the NES ver-

sion of Road Blasters mentioned last issue, Mindscape is also

doing Miner 2409er, another arcade classic with game play

similar to their Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom game.

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
FCI, who brought such great role playing games as Ultima and
Hydlide to the NES look like they will continue the tradition with a
NES version of Advanced Dungeons & Dragons. Their program-
mers are working closely with SSI (who made the P.C. version of
AD&D) to make the NES game closely follow the actual role play-

ing game. Thisgame is still aways off, but it sounds very promising.

SNAKE’SREVENGE AND MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
In Snake's Revenge (the sequel to Metal Gear), Solid Snake
returns to destroy the Metal Gear once and for all, this time with

the help of a few of his tough commando buddies. Speaking of

secret agent type missions. Ultra also has an espionage game of

high intrigue titled Mission Impossible in the works. Our Gossip

Gremlins have accepted the mission of retrieving more informa-

tion on this game as soon as they can.

ROCKET RANGER
Kemco-Seika has had some hits with their NES adaptations of hot

P.C. games like Shadowgate and Rescue: The Embassy Mission.

And the hits keep coming with a NES version of the critically ac-

claimed P.C. game Rocket Ranger. Although the story will be
slightly changed in the NES version, the game will contain the

same pulp flavor and world saving mission.

NES PLAYACTION FOOTBALL
It looks like we had a "false start" in our coverage of Nintendo's
NES Play Action Football. This expansion to the NES sports

library won't be out until the 1990 football season due to pro-

gramming delays.

PAK WATCH
I NES PLANNER
JANUARY

Battle of Olympus
The Chessmaster
Double Dragon n
Eight Eyes
Evert and Lendl'sTop Player's Tennis
Genghis Kahn
Magic of Scheherezade
Pinbot

Puss 'N Boots
Rescue: The Embassy Mission
Road Blaster

Rock 'N Ball

Short Order/Eggsplode!

Twin Cobra

FEBRUARY Bases Loaded II-The Second Season
Batman
Win. Lose or Draw

MARCH

FUTURE

Abadox
Adventures of Lolo 2
Al Unser Jr. Turbo Racing

Astyanax
Baseball Simulator 1.000
Code Name: Viper

Conflict

Dash Galaxy in the Alien Asylum
Destination Earth Star

Dinowarz
Double Dare

Fisher Price: I Can Remember
Fisher Price: School Bus Driver

Ghostbusters II

Kid Kool

Magic Johnson's Fast Break
Phantom Fighter

Remote Control

Snake's Revenge
Snoopy
Super C
Super Mario Bros. 3
Super Spike VBall

Target: Renegade
Terra Cresta

Vegas Dream
Wheel of Fortune: Family Edition

World Championship Wrestling
Wrath of the Black Manta

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons
Beetlejuice

Burai Fighter

Heavy Shreddin’

Jack Nicklaus' Golf

Kings of the Beach
Mad Max
Mission Impossible
NARC
NES Play Action Football

Nightmare on Elm Street

Rocket Ranger
Silent Service

Snake. Rattle 'N' Roll

Top Gun: The Second Mission

Total Recall

Wall Street Kid
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July/Aug Issue '89

Review highlights include Mega Man E, Dragon Warrior, Faxa-

nadu, Strider, RoboCop, Duck Tales, IronSword plus Super
mario Bros. 2 Bonus Tip Book (Part 1).

Sep/Oct Issue '89

Review highlights include Duck Tales, Game Boy, Dragon War-
rior, Hoops, Fester's Quest, Roger Rabbit, Willow, River City

Ransom, and Super Mario Bros. 2 Tip Book (Part 2).

Nov/Dec Issue '89

Review highlights include Tetris, RoboCop, Willow, IronSword,

Super Off Road, Shadowgate, A Boy and His Blob, 720, Guard-

ian legend, plus Dragon Warrior Strategy Guide.

BOOKS TIPS FROM THE PROS

These are HOT!: The Legend of Zelda Tips & Tactics

gives you the strategy and know-how to conquer the
evil and mysterious Ganon. How to Win At Super
Mario Bros, helps guide your way through the excit-

ing worlds and

levels of Super

Mario Bros. To receive these

booklets for $4.95 each,

just fill out the order form in

the front of the magazine.

Nine classics packed full of in-depth game reviews, tips and tricks.

To get your back issues, fill out the order form on page 2.

July/Aug Issue '88

Issue highlights include reviews on Super Mario Bros. 2, Zelda

E-The Adventure of Link, Double Dragon, Contra, Wheel of For-

tune, Jeopardy, plus foldout map of Zelda's second quest.

Sep/Oct Issue '88

Review highlights include Castevania E-Simon's Quest, Bionic

Commando, Super Mario Bros. 2, Life Force, Renegade, R.C. Pro-

Am, Golgo 1 3, Blaster Master, plus foldout map of Simon's Quest.

Nov/Dec Issue '88

Review highlights include Track & Field E, Blaster Master, Antici-

pation, Blades of Steel, Cobra Command, Racket Attack, Mickey
Mousecapade, plus foldout Blaster Master poster.

Jan/Feb Issue '89

Review highlights include Zelda E-The Adventure of Link, Skate

or Die, Wrestlemania, Sesame Street 1 -2-3, Marble Madness,
Operation Wolf, Metal Gear, plus Skate or Die foldout poster.

Mar/Apr Issue '89
Review highlights include Ninja Gaiden, Teenage Mutant Ninja Tur-

tles, Hudson's Adventure Island, Strider, Cobra Triangle, Bayou Billy,

plus Strider poster and The Complete NES Game Directory.

May/June Issue '89
Review highlights include Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Ninja Gai-

den, Bayou Billy, Cobra Triangle, Life Force, Mega Man E, Dragon
Warrior, plus foldout Mega Man E poster and Life Force maps.
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NEXT ISSUE

HERE’S WHAT TO LOOK FORWARD TO IN THE

MARCH/APRIL ISSUE OF NINTENDO POWER!
SUPER MARIO BROS. 3-

Super Mario Bros. 3 is a huge game; it has about sixteen times the memory of the original Super
Mario Bros! So, it's only natural that it contains many more secrets items and places to find. In this

giant review we'll reveal some of these concealed mysteries.

DELUXE GAME PAK DIRECTORY
This invaluable supplement will be THE reference guide on NES games for some time to come. It

contains over 300 entries on every game released for the NES so far, complete with Power Meter
ratings and a quick tip for each one! You'll really want to hang on to this one.

-NESTER AWARDS-
Start thinking now about what your favorite games were in 1 989— it's time again for the Nester
Awards! Be sure to send in your votes!

A BOY AND HIS BLOB
Having trouble in Blobolonia? Our review of this imaginative new game should solve some of your
blob problems.

Plus: More Features, Previews, Counselor's Corner, Classified Information, Video Shorts, Pak
Watch, Mail Box, Video Spotlight, Top 30, NES Journal, Howard and Nester, ... did we miss
anything?

3 OUR READERS:
season! No sooner does d^oduS every-
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Grand Prize
An exclusive showing of the new Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles movie!

Nintendo Power gives you a

chance to win an advance look at

what's sure to be one of the hot-

test films this Spring. You and up

to 25 guests will be treated to a

private sneak preview presentation

of the new live action Teenage Mu-
tant Ninja Turtles movie courtesy

of New Line Cinema. It's your

big opportunity to be a "Pow-
er Film Critic!"

'Teenage Mutant
Niry'a Turtles features

action, special effects, tons of
nigjas and of course, the

\

3rd Prize

Wendell Alvero

Rick Carfagna

Eric Coker

Tommy DeDeo

Anthony Eck

David Johnson

John McPhaul

Andy Nelson

Ross Rogers

Al Woods

Washington
Westerville

Norcross

Union
Sportswood

San Francisco CA

Spartanburg

Redmond
Greenwood

Laredo

Photo; © 1990 Northshote Investments Li



15 Second Prizes

i Many smash NES games are format. Specific Game Pak and
based on blockbuster motion pic- Movie will be awarded by random
tures. Second place winners will drawing,

receive both a NES Game Pak and
the film it was based on in VHS

50 Third Place Winners

The Fabulous

Nintendo Power Jersey!

A spiffy addition to your wardrobe.

Batman

FiidAy Tht IJtIj

ClfOSTbuSTERS

Codzill*

Karate Kid
NiqbTMARE on E(m Street

PIatoon

PREdATOR

Rambo
RoboCop
Superman

TIie ThREE Stooges

|

Top Con
Wbo FRAMtd RoqER R*bbiT

^ Willow

To enter, fill out the Player's Poll

card in the magazine, or print your

name and address on a plain 3x5
piece of paper and mail to:

Nintendo Power

Player's Poll Contest

p.O. Box 97062

Redmond.
WA 98073-9762

One entry per person please. Con-
test valid in the United States only.

All entries must be postmarked no
later than February 1 5, 1 990. No
responsibility is assumed for lost,

stolen or misdirected mail.

Winners will be selected by ran-

dom drawing from among all elig-

ible entries received, on or about

February 28, 1 990. Winners will

be notified by mail. By acceptance

of their prize, winners consent to

the use of their names, photo-

graphs, or other likenesses for

purpose of advertising or promo-

tion on behalf of "Nintendo Pow-

er" magazine and Nintendo of

America Inc. without further com-
pensation. Limit one prize per

household. Odds of winning are

determined by the total number of

entries received. No substitution

of prizes is permitted. All prizes

will be awarded. A list of winners

will be available after March 1 5,

1 990 by sending a self addressed

stamped envelope to the address

listed above.

Grand Prize: Nintendo will ar-

range a sneak preview of the new
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles film

for the winner and up to 25 guests.

This preview will be shown at a

theatre in or near the winner's

home town. The preview showing

will be awarded within 45 days of

the random drawing.

Contest not open to employees of

Nintendo of America Inc., their

affiliates, agencies or their imme-
diate families.

This contest void in Canada and

elsewhere where prohibited by

law. This contest is subject to all

federal, state and local laws and

regulations.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


